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Even with all of the threats and pleas and behavior
modication tactics I throw at our staff about meeting
deadlines, I have left this nal editor’s note until the last
possible minute.

yourself, is an important trait in all of my role models.
This is probably part of the reason why my sister-in-law
makes the bed and wipes the bathroom counters at
hotels, after she has left a tip. She has been a mentor
since we met at elementary school.

So now with the deadline
gone, there is no
adrenaline rush to push
me to brilliance! There is
only the threat of 10, 000
copies of grammatical
errors with my name on
the byline. Fear can be a
great motivator.
My baby told me
repeatedly to “walk into
fear” in a nightmare I had
recently. Of course the
whole dream made no
sense because my child
was 20 years old ve
minutes after birth. But
the phrase stuck out and I imagine I will be whispering /
screaming it come delivery time.
I suppose the ability to approach fear with grace is
one of the many characteristics that connects all of my
mentors and heroes. When someone is facing a heart
wrenching or scary time, and they do not run around
the thing with blame, or distractio
Maintaining grace while moving through different socioeconomic groups is another trait that gives me comfort.
For example, when theh only thing that matters to
my mentor is the person they are interacting with and
income, gender, sexual orientation does not register at
all.
The recognition that the amount of respect and thought
you give the person who picks up your garbage is
in direct proportion to how much respect you give
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When people just cut
loose and joke about
themselves could also be
another heroic trait. As
seems to be so often the
case, humor and humility
go hand in hand. When
someone tells a
I have been spoiled with
so many mentors and
role models that it would
be impossible to t them
all onto one page and
describing them would be
like attempting to hold and
contain water in my st.
So I will end this brief note with an invitation to write/
draw/create something for our next issue which
will be a milestone. Redwire has been in print for
seven years! Naturally, the number seven will be the
next theme. Also, as Redwire moves into the next
seven generations, I too will be focusing on the next
generation — in a very different realm.
In case motherhood takes me away from Redwire more
permanently than I anticipate, I send out my love and
appreciation to everyone whom I have connected with
through this amazing magazine — especially our staff.
Gilakas’la
Joanna Recalma
P.S. So please do write us at: info@redwiremag.com
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Phone message:
Hi Redwire,
My name is Stoney and I am staying
with the Traditional Mohawk Council
people in Kahnewake. I am ying to
Vancouver right now and I wanted to
give a greeting from one of the elder’s
Stuart Myiow Sr. whose son Junior is
a Traditional chief designated by the
Clan Mother’s system.
And as I journey out here onto
the West on personal reasons he
said “You say Hi to all the people
at Redwire.” Listen, there are
tremendous peoples of knowledge
throughout Turtle Island and this is
one of them. Perhaps I would have
the privilege of telling you about him.
You can reach me at the longhouse
tomorrow and have a good day.

Hi Joanna,
Your email requesting
submissions for
December says to include
my Nation. Well what if I
am a Heinz 57???
Crystal Easton CreeMetis Dogrib Chipewyan,
Danish Scottish Canadian
raised with the Carrier.
Ain’t no black and white
and red no more. I enjoy
redwire online quite
frequently-keep up the
good work!
Crystal

Stoney

Redwire had some constructive and powerful feedback
about the “Tsihqot’in Block Hunters” news hit printed in
the last issue on Health and Wellness. Inadvertently,
we mirrored the same tired biased perspective of
non-Native media, thinking that the quotes were so
outrageously goofy, that they spoke for themselves.
However, in hindsight, we were wrong not to go more
in-depth and illustrate a Tsihqot’in perspective. This
will be remedied with another story in the next issue of
Redwire!
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Hello Redwire,
I discovered your magazine a couple
of years ago and continue to pick it up
whenever I can. Congrats--I believe your
magazine offers some of the best writing
around these days on the ‘conveniently
forgotten’ topic of First Nations peoples.
I was wondering if you had published
anything in the past about First
Nations communities and immigrant
communities? I identify as a straight
South-Asian woman of colour and
wish to learn more about how to be a
better ally in the struggle. I know that I
inhabit a stolen land that is not mine and
participate in a struggle (most of my work
focuses on supporting ‘marginalized’
women living with/ghting against
violence) that continues to sideline and
marginalize the interests of First Nations
communities.
In Peace,
Mridula.

Tsihqot’in people have been leaders in asserting their
rights we have the utmost respect for the actions they
take to preserve their lands and culture.
We apologize for any inaccuracies in the report, the
news hits are meant to just give us a heads up on what
is going on in Indian country, we reserve most in depth
reporting for feature pieces.
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Dear Redwire,
Well I have typed some
of my thoughts about
my stepbrother Quincy
Paul’s passing. I want to
do something to stop this
cycle. I would like to get the
message out that we need
to do some serious damage
control. Please let me know
what you think. Thank you
for taking the time to read
my thoughts.
I am Carmeletta Holmes,
Band Councilor for the
Upper Similkameen Indian
Band. What I want to talk
about is the tragic ending
of Robin Baptiste, Quincy
Paul and Damien Endrainy.
These young men were outstanding young people.
I knew all 3 of them — some better than others, but
well enough to know they will be greatly missed. I nd

*Research what kind of life skills
the education system is offering.
*Start youth activities.
*Some kind of youth treatment.
*Offer current people in trouble
help to let them know they are
not alone.
*Crack down on repeat offenders.
We have to act now while the
lessons of the recent events are
still fresh. I don’t want to let these
three young die just because.
They didn’t leave their children
behind for nothing, they died for
something and it is our job to nd
out, and stop the cycle.
I know this is a painful matter, but how much pain
should our people have to survive before we come

How many more headlines are we going to read about our family members who
have passed on because of this growing problem?
myself wondering who will be next. If we don’t start
standing up for our future and say, “No More!”

together to overcome our communities’ number one
killer, drugs & alcohol.

I personally can’t watch any more of my family and
friends die. In the past ve years I have been to at least
one funeral per year. All of which were our youth being
put to rest, these numbers are frightening. Each death
has been due to drinking and using drugs. We need to
address this issue, because it isn’t going to go away on
its own.

How many more headlines are we going to read about
our family members who have passed on because of
this growing problem? How many more families are we
going to honor because drugs & alcohol have had a
hand in their deaths?

I want to prevent deaths among the youth within
our communities. With the rise in youth deaths we
will not have any elders or any more children thus
any communities. Where and how do we stop these
senseless deaths?
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I know I am just spouting off from anger and hurt, but
we have to harness these feelings and redirect them to
prevent others from fates such as Robin, Quincy and
Damien.
Please, let’s stop this vicious cycle.
Sincerely,
Carmeletta Homes
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inspire native youth expression and will contribute to positive
and politically conscious Hip-hop!
Hip-hop culture is always growing and changing according
to its location, and one of the things that is still lacking is the
female voice in Hip-hop. Women are breaking stereotypes and
smashing through walls and barriers through Hip-hop music.
She is not only a dope female emcee on a national level but
a leader of this new phenomenon spreading throughout our
communities, called native Hip-hop. True Hip-hop fans will
love this album and will praise the beats laid down by Mils
productions. If Native Hip-hop is going to have a future it will be
led by rappers like Eekwol!
Simon Reece

Eekwol Finds Her Place
With New CD
Shedding light, creating understanding about her
community and our own. In this album Eekwol shares
some of her life’s battles, such as that thing called
“belonging” and ultimately trying to nd her place in
this world.

T’zokam Journeys into the
Spirit World

Eekwol has been growing into something much
more than just being an underground emcee.
Accompanying her recent video release of “Too
Sick” that aired on both Much Music/MTV Canada,
Eekwol has just released a brand new album entitled
“Apprentice to the Mystery.” It’s 13 tracks of pure Hiphop! I’m not talkin’ about the kinda Hip-hop produced
today, you know the fast double time Gangster Rap?

Recently, I attended an event at the Native Education Center,
in Vancouver, for Journeys, the new CD of traditional music
from the group Tzo’kam. It was quite an enjoyable gathering.
We all sat around a re, visiting, waiting, and enjoying
ourselves, then Tzo’kam sang a few songs for us from this new
CD.

I’m talkin’ about when Hip-hop was Hip-hop, when it
rst started getting popular in the early 90s. It makes
me glad to hear that some emcees are still sticking to
their guns and staying original to their style. Did you
ever hear the saying that less is more? I think that
Eekwol has pulled off this style amazingly! The trend
of today’s Rap has become obnoxious yelling on top
of shake ya azz beats. And I would like to be the rst
to say that Eekwol’s originality and creativity will only

We all sat there and listened to Wallace family members Flora,
Russell, Judy, Joyce, Irma, Freda, Justine, and Cyrus sing their
hearts into the space with us. They stood together and sang
their music to an audience that was in full appreciation. After a
few songs, there was food, more visiting, and more songs. It
was a small potlatch. What I liked about the music was that it
just t so well inside of your body, like it found empty spaces,
moved in and lled you up. I was sitting there with my friend,
joking and laughing, and this music, the Tzo’kam songs, was
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just another old friend joining in. That’s the best feeling.
I think what struck me the most about the evening, and
about the music, was the family involved. They stood up
there together to sing these songs, in their language. It
was inspiring and nice to be invited to be a part of that.
I think Tzo’kam’s music moves you along. Tzo’kam is a
powerful gift that takes you through different landscapes.
Russell told us that Tzo’kam meant two things, the word
means chickadee, and Tzo’kam the expression means
visitors coming. I felt he had left out something very
important. Tzo’kam, to me, also means family. There is
a lot of heart in that.
Tzo’kam has two CDs. One is called It’em and the latest
is called Journeys.
“As the title suggests, the songs on this CD are
associated with journeys. Journeys presented in the
individual sense and in the collective sense. Everyday
we move to some place new, and in the words of Flora
Wallace, “Our Journey never ends. Even when we die
we begin another journey.”
All the songs can be framed in a spiritual context. We
begin, we move forward, we acknowledge the past,
we pray, we support, we dream, we praise, we make
decisions, we prepare, we dance, we celebrate, we
give thanks and we awaken.” Excerpt from www.

knowledge-weaver.net/Tzokam/
We are sad to write that on January 8th, 2005 Flora
Wallace, honoured elder from the Lil’wat Nation, passed
away. We know Flora’s voice from Tzo’kam. Flora was
a strong person. She was someone we looked up to and
she was a keeper of the songs. We, at Redwire, feel
honored to have had the opportunities to hear her sing.
We will honour her with our prayers...
We will remember forever.
Peter Morin

Wagamese Teaches Us to Look
Inside to Find Our Path
It has taken me two years to write this review. I don’t know
why. Richard Wagamese came to the Redwire ofces about
two years ago, I think he said he was looking for his brother
who was living in the Downtown Eastside. I paid him for a
copy of the uncorrected proof of this novel. It sat on my desk,
eventually it made it to my house. I haven’t had time to read
for awhile.
So when I get home I, well OK, here is my confession, I watch
TV. It’s a sick and unhealthy addiction but I do it. My boyfriend
made me cut off the cable recently so I picked up Richard’s
book the other night. Jesus, this book is amazing. Why didn’t I
even know about this guy before?
This book is an inner journey. Richard takes us with him and
we end up examining our own lives. For Joshua is about
Richard Wagamese’s struggle to love himself and his son and
to bring balance to his love, he reects on his alcoholism, hard
times and his spiritual teachings.
“I was created to be Anishanabe-niini-Indian Man, thus, I was
born Ojibway. Since 1955, learning to be who I was created
to be has been my journey, my trail, my ongoing process of
creation.”
Maybe there was a reason it took me so long to read
Richard’s book. I feel like it tought me a lot. This book has
some powerful teachings. I feel like I could read it over and
over and learn more. The story is told through reections and
chapters in Richard’s life organized around 4 days of a Vision
Quest. Not a fancy Hollywood cinema vision quest, a beautiful
and painful journey of experiencing life and the land around
him. Learning his place as part of the land, as a protector, as a
father and as an Indian Man.
The book is titled and dedicated to his son, teaching his son
that all we can be is who we are. Teaching himself and his son
to forgive and to respect. Teaching the readers to look inside
themselves.
Tania Willard
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The book, just recently published by
Subway books, titled North American
Indian Silver Craft by E. Pauline
Johnson, which also includes her
Indian name on the cover, albeit in
brackets, is a well-designed collection
of the nal essays Pauline wrote. The
essays featured in this collection talk
about Mohawk silver jewelry and the
meanings of the designs. The writing
is useful and informative but the
language used is reective of a time
when First Nations people were seen
as a vanishing race. She writes with
an outsider voice about her people.
This can make writing a review hard
because the writing makes Indian
people look like objects of study. If
I didn’t know any better, I would
have thought they were written by a
white anthropologist of the early 20th
century. This poses an interesting
situation for review. As a First Nations
person, and a reader, I want to believe
that this writing represents something
more than just an account of the
symbols of Mohawk jewelry written
in a language that reects early 19th
century ignorance but tells a story in
an accurate and respectful way of the
Mohawk people.

Johnson Writes Between
the Lines in a White World
Truthfully, before this, I didn’t know much about
Pauline. I knew she was a poet from the later 19th
century. I knew that she traveled internationally as an
Indian performer, who dressed up in regalia, and read
works from her books. I knew she was a halfbreed;
part Mohawk, and part English. I also knew some
people thought she was a sellout. I never had any
reason to give it any thought…until now.
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E. Pauline Johnson was a famous
“Indian poet.” Beyond that she was
an Aboriginal person who reected on
the times as best as she could. She
probably also struggled with some of
the same struggles we have today but,
being the only Indian in most places
she went, I can imagine it wasn’t all
roses for her. I can imagine that she
needed to write in a certain way to
make money to survive. I think that
this little collection of essays, North
American Indian Silver Craft, (a kind
of unfortunate title but don’t be fooled)
represents one of the important
rst published voices of Aboriginal
peoples as best as it can. In this
case, I will overlook being referred to
as a Redman because I think Pauline
writes with spirit about her people—it’s
just mostly in between the lines.

Quick Facts:
E. Pauline Johnson was
a poet, writer, storyteller
and performance artist
during the 19th and early
20th century.
E. Pauline Johnson was
one of the rst published
Aboriginal authors.
She was born in 1861 on
the Six Nations Reserve.
She was a halfbreed.
She died in 1913. Her
funeral was one of the
biggest in Vancouver’s
history. Her ashes are in
Stanley Park.
She is the author of 6
volumes of poetry, the
rst published in 1895
and the last, her most
famous work, Flint and
Feather, appeared in
1912.
For more information
about Pauline Johnson,
see the Canadian
Encyclopedia.

Peter Morin
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These days, when I read poetry out loud it is my prayer to the
Creator. It is my way of remembering. Joy Harjo’s poems help
with these prayers. Poetry is often hard but if you take the time
to connect with it, it can be very rewarding.
Joy Harjo has been publishing since 1979 and has eight books
of poetry. The most recent is How We Became Human.

www.joyharjo.com
Peter Morin

Harjo’s Poems
are Prayers
I’ve found Joy Harjo. I believe she is a poet who makes
poems as prayers and her poems have been helping
me to reconnect to the bigger picture of who we are. I
have been carrying around her book, She had Some
Horses, published by Thunder’s Mouth Press in 1983,
with me everywhere I go. It has four parts, Survivors,
What I Should Have Said, She Had Some Horses, and
I Give You Back, like a heart and a medicine wheel.
I have been reading her words out loud to different
spaces as prayers. It is a small gesture of respect.
Her poems are helping me to make that return back to
the land; their honesty is an example of a way to honour
the land. Sometimes when I am making these prayers
my words falter, so I ask the book to help me. “Which
is the proper prayer?” I say, and it opens to something
meaningful and appropriate. It is a kind of stichomancy,
a game for the future. When I read these words out
loud to the land, to the grandmothers and grandfathers,
I read the words with heart because it’s important for
the words and the action to have meaning.
There is this edge where shadows and bones of some
of us walk backwards. Talk backwards. There is this
edge call it an ocean of fear of the dark. Or name it
with other songs. Under our ribs our hearts are bloody
stars. Shine on shine on, and horses in their galloping
ight strike the curve of ribs. (Excerpt from Call it Fear)
Joy Harjo uses her words well. She understands that
each word is a living thing, that they have spirits and
paths. She knows that when they are used together
there is a magic that is created.

Lucinations; Academic, Artisitc
and Spiritual
Douglas Smirch’s recent show, Lucinations at the OR gallery
was gorgeous. Douglas Smirch is a T’lingit multi media artist
who works in animation. He studied at the San Francisco
Institute of Art and got his masters from UCLA.
His recent exhibit incorporated the projection of an animation
piece onto an amazing screen made entirely of white feathers.
The multi-media work was great but I was really taken with
the projection screen, layers of white feathers (the craft store
kind) strung together with string added a real delicacy to the
animation’s sometimes busy themes. The light reecting off
the back of the screen was considered in the installation.
There was room to watch the video as pieces of light scattered
through feathers on the wall behind. The space became
meditative.
The video itself seemed to be about pattern and repetition in an
organic way, pattern as reected in nature and then interpreted
into a T’lingit man’s skill with technology. The feathers were
about pattern as well. There was a feeling of thought and effort
having gone into everything about this piece, like it was both
academic, artistic and spiritual.
The animation featured masks and ‘artifacts’ woven into
psychedelic patterns and elements that were overowing
almost into the space. Like the title indicates, the work seemed
to echo a lucid state of mind, a mind of peace and possibility. A
dreamer’s sleep awoken.
The show will be over by the time you read this, so now you
know next time you see anything happening with Douglas
Smirch go see it. It will take you away to a calm, beautiful
place, like a zen x in the middle of the city.
Tania Willard
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Grossed-out by Racist Play
at Freemason’s Hall
Just as Black and White Pictures began I got that queasy
feeling in my stomach, signifying something terrible to come.
There were two distinct knots: one caused by the location
of the play, the Freemason’s Hall, and the other came upon
seeing character Christy Lamb played by Leanne Jijian Hume
on stage with her eyes bandaged up with medical gauze.
After all, this is supposed to be a play about White/Aboriginal
relations and I had a feeling that medical gauze over eyes was
about metaphorical blindness – an ill - and oft-used metaphor
intended to convey the character’s revelation of the Truth but
often serves to cement people’s ableism. I panicked but stayed
put, given that the Mason’s Hall is a vast cement block with
few windows (to escape from) I feared a dramatic exit at the
beginning would draw some creepy attention.
A synopsis: A typically naïve, pretty white lady ies into
Northern Saskatchewan with teaching degree and colonial
baggage, ready to save the “savages” from themselves.
Trouble is, the natives are sick of this scene and give her a
ten month, old heave-ho via breaking her stuff, scaring her
and burning her house down. Christy Lamb is angry, righteous
and what better way to process her racist guilt than with a 90minute, poorly delivered monologue screamed at the top of her
lungs towards her students. This is all at a ridiculous $10/seat.
It might have been different had Bob Hume done a better job
writing the damn thing, but maybe that’s asking for too much?
Let me ruin the ending for you (sorry): Christy Lamb “sees”
that she truly does hate Indians, but her hatred is justied cuz
they burned down “her” house, including her creepy l’il photodoc project she’d been creating on the sly of people in the
community.
Black and White Pictures is a wretched heap of self-indulgent
tirade better left to the connes of white-guilt support groups. A
word of advice to their publicist: Maybe you should reconsider
before inviting a Native youth magazine to come and see a play
where the main character screams over and over again about
how much she hates Indian children. Because we all know:
Racism is Bad!
Louis Esme Cruz
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How Much Native Makes
Ya Native? Tasha Faye
Evans’ Play She Stands Still
Sometimes the magical moments in theatre are
captured on a visceral level and the images from the
stagecraft are repeated in the mind’s eye long after
leaving the theatre. That is when the conventions of
theatre and stage craft work.
After I saw Tasha Faye Evans’ recent performance of
She Stands Still at the Firehall theatre, I was haunted
by three central images in the play: the image of an
elder crying stones, a white shirt that embodied and
raped the solo actress, a woman unpacking and
scattering her “stuff”: boxes full of wood chips emptied
in a circle in an urban apartment setting. The play
is framed with mythical time through storytelling.
The myth of the tree woman who grew legs and
became entranced by her lover is woven throughout
the performance. The play evolves around the
central narrative of a mixed race urban woman who
cannot sleep and is also haunted by the past secrets
and shame that bind her to her deceased greatgrandmother.
Throughout the performance Evans embodies her
logger family members as she comes to realize
the irony implicit in her family story: her family
is responsible for the very same land that her
Native blood springs from. Evans uses a biracial
autobiographical voice to bring these characters
and their stories alive on stage. The use of slides
and sound enhanced the layers of the story and
allowed her to use a simple set to tell this simple and
evocative story. Like many contemporary reections
on “halfbreed’ identity, Evans explores the dimensions
of blood memory and the problematic situation when
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one’s sense of identity is not in accordance with the external
markings of race. We are left to wonder about her blood
quantum and connection to the mythical story. This tension
revolved around notions of authenticity, blood memory and
shame.
There was a consistent use of movement to represent the
frenzied and unstill aspects of a biracial identity that has
not been acknowledged in contrast to a deep stillness that
represented the parts of her that connected with the suppressed
knowledge of her Native ancestry.
These physical elements worked well throughout the play
and were complimented by the soundscape as Evans shifted
between her frenzied, searching, “unstill” self and the memory,
clarity and stillness in a way that dramatized her quest for
wholeness. The racialized gaze is central in this play. This big
topic is addressed when she encounters a Native youth who
declares that her people are responsible for the destruction of
the land because he views her as white. Here she articulates
her need to be seen as Native despite her light-skinned
privilege. Evans also records her need to be seen as Native
in a scene where a white boy from school refers to her as a
“squaw.” Ironically, this derogatory term hurtled at her gives
her a sense of identity that has been lost amongst her shameriddled family.
Both of these scenes describe the irony and complexity of racial
hybridity and the ways in which those of us who are mixed
long for a sense of identity and a desire to be “seen” in all of
our complexities at any expense. Evans is a gifted actor and
her embodiment of the men and women who are central to her
character’s life story shows evident of her talent as an actor.
Two elements of the performance bothered me: 1) the use of
cheesy hippie songs that seemed superuous to her story and
2) the use of slides on the performance space. I would have
rather seen a noiseless power point presentation of the images
or have had the techie offstage as her presence and the sound
of the slides was distracting. Overall, the play is one of the
very few in Canadian theatre that chronicles one of the many
troubling aspects of growing up biracial and Native. When the
powerful imagery rattles around in our brain after the show we
are left to ponder, in a Drew Hayden-Tayloresque fashion, “How
much Native makes ya Native?”
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Gay Marriage; a Movie
and a Wedding All In One
“…women exchanged natural relations for
unnatural ones. In the same way men also
abandoned natural relations with women and were
inamed with lust for one another…and received
in themselves the due penalty for their perversion”
(Romans 1:26-27). Get over it!
Director Jim Sêve and producer Kian Tjong
bring us a movie that exposes the discriminatory
practices against same sex couples. Tying The
Knot breaks down the history of this discrimination
partly by analyzing biblical scripture. It also makes
comparisons to other cases of discrimination and
gives voice to the bigot opponents to state their
case.
The movie premiered in Toronto at the Bloor
Cinema on November 2, 2004. It was a packed
house with both the director and producer present.
As I watched the lm I was enraged at the system’s
discriminatory dynamics working against same sex
marriages today and interacial marriages in the
past; disgusted at Christians teaching their kids
hate with slogans such as “Hey! Ho! Homo’s really
got to go!” and happy to see love unied in Holland
regardless of sex or race.
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The story of police ofcers and lovers Mickie Machburn
and Lois Marrero is also discussed. After being married
for ten years, Marrero is killed while on duty. After
being openly accepted by the force and treated as
Marrero’s signicant other at the funeral, Mashburn is
denied Marrero’s pension by the Tampa Florida Police
Department for which they both worked for. Tying The
Knot illustrates Mashburn’s never-ending battle with the
discriminatory ‘blue wall’ to attain what rightly belongs to
her.
On a high note, the progressive nature of Holland was
shown, and its vast contrast to North American society.
In 2001, eighty-ve percent of the population voted for
the legalization of same sex marriages. The mayor of
the capital city performed the rst marriage for Ton and
Louis a male couple that had been together for thirty-six
years. There is a saying in Holland that should be used
here, “a civilization can be judged on how it treats its
minorities” (Tying The Knot).
While things still remain the same in some states, the
situation in Canada is improving. An example of this is
the fact that the day after the Toronto premiere of the
lm, the director and producer—a same-sex couple—
were married in Toronto. “…let justice roll on like a
river, righteousness like a never-failing stream!”
(Amos 5: 24).

carving. Visually speaking, the animation really imitates the
3D look of carving on masks and poles, which is why Simon
James chose 3D over 2D style.
Here Raven, Frog and Eagle come to life and are creating
our world over again right in front of our eyes with the voice
talents of Evan Adams, Ian Reid and Carmen Moore. Can
you imagine a world lled with owing red lava and molten
rock with no sky lled with stars, a moon or a sun? You’d
better be thanking Raven for being curious and sly because if
it were not for Raven, then who knows what mess we would
be in right now?
How Raven Stole the Sun is currently touring the festival
circuit. Next to follow is a complete 13-part series of Raven
Tales. This is for all ages and a must see. Raven will have
you aching with laughter. Now there’s a hero!
For more information:

www.raventales.ca
Vera Wabegijig (Anishnawbe)

Jorge Vallejos

Raven Tales Brings Legends
into 3-D for All Ages
You’ve heard this tale before. Or at least you should
have by now if you’ve lived in B.C. for any amount of
time. Everyone has their own rendition of how that tricky,
sly Raven lets the Sun out of that magic box. This time
around it’s hitting screens in the genre of 3D animation
by producer, director and writer, Simon James.
What makes this animation unique is that 3D really
captures the northwest coast traditional art form of
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For this issue of Redwire I am the ArtsAbout-Town guy, or rather, I am the Arts
About-Town-Crow looking only for shiny
things. Here are some of the arts and
culture events that happened around
Vancouver from June to December
(please excuse me if your event isn’t
listed... I don’t get out that much).
Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun,
Drawings, June 18 to July 30, at the
grunt gallery.
If you like line drawings then you would
have really liked this show of NDN
line drawings. This show consisted
of several smaller portraits of people
that he transformed into his style of
Super Indian faces. Larger pen and
ink drawings of inside the longhouse
were also displayed. The likeness in the
portraits was quite remarkable. I really
enjoyed the portraits of empty ovoid
heads.

Charlene Vickers and Judy
Chartrand, two/Many Tribulations,
from September to October at the grunt
gallery.
Charlene and Judy are two of the best
artists that I know of. This exhibition
was proof of that. It was quite a
powerful exhibition. I left the exhibition
with feelings of sadness and grief. But
that was just my experience. Judy’s
work presented ideas about whiteness
in a new and fresh way. Charlene’s
work was about reconnecting with a lost
past and making a new place.
First Nations Now, October 1 to 31,
a collaboration exhibition between
Burnaby Art Gallery and Redwire
featuring a mix of established and
emerging artists shown with artworks
from the Burnaby Art Gallery’s
permanent collection.
This was a Redwire collaboration
with the Burnaby Art Gallery. I am
mentioning the show because it was

Robert Davidson, The Abstract Edge,
June 22 through to January 30, 2005 at
the Museum of Anthropology.
I’ve never been to Haida Gwaii but I
have a better idea of the place because
of the strength of Robert Davidson’s
connection to it. He is like the wind that
is carrying the traditions forward.
I remember seeing his work for the rst
time, in a book called Robert Davidson:
Haida Printmaker. The work was
inspiring because I thought this is how
lines should work in any art. It was like
the lines were singing about Haida
worldviews. The artwork lled up my
heart.
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Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun
Drawings, grunt gallery

By Peter Morin

quite an experience. The art and the
artist’s works were amazing and the
people at the gallery were warm and
welcoming.
New Images by Shirley Bear, October
5th to 30th at the Britannia Library.
Shirley Bear is exceptional. Her work
is inspiring and she was recently
honored by Nova Scotia with an Artist
of Distinction award. This was a small
exhibit of her new photo based works
alongside of some her older works. For
me, this was a nice way to see these
new works. I thought that they reected
quite a wonderful understanding of the
land and that was nice.
Mehodihi: Well-Known Traditions of
Tahltan People “Our Great Ancestors
Lived That Way” October 18, 2004
through January 9, 2005.

Sculpture Robert Davidson,
UBC Museum of Anthropology

Museum exhibitions of Aboriginal
peoples works should always be
mentioned on any list of aboriginal
arts exhibition. We can’t forget that
museums are often stuffy and hard to
swallow. These “artifacts’ will always
deserve more than ending up stuck
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time. The performance consisted
of several smaller stories that
fed a larger narrative. She has
a great voice and used humour
very effectively throughout the
performance. This performance
left with me the thought that Laurie
loves the moon and probably has
tried to leap for it many times.
Joanne Arnott reading at the
Vancouver Public Library from her
new book Steepy Mountain Love
Poetry released by Kegedonce
Press.

Charlene Vickers installation, grunt gallery

I don’t know if you have ever seen a
poet read their words, but it is quite
an amazing experience. Their voice
softens. The words ow seamlessly.
The space becomes alive. If you
get a chance go and see your
favorite poet read their work, their
reading will give a weight to the
words and they will stay with you
longer. It was nice to hear Joanne
Arnott read her poems because she
gave a lot of herself in them.

However, I think that the nal result, the
exhibition in gallery 8, has a lot of heart
because my home community helped
shape the direction of this work and
how it was presented. This I think is a
new and exciting direction.

pivotlegal.org/calendar
The annual North American Native
Arts and Crafts Fair, December 4 to 5,
at the Vancouver Aboriginal Friendship
Center.

November 12 Arbour Records LTD.
Aboriginal Showcase as a part of
new music west...featuring Digging
Roots Wayne Lavallee, Lucie Idlout,
Slangblossom and Rez Ofcial.

Laurie Anderson’s performance at the
Centre for Performing Arts, November
14.
Laurie Anderson is one of the more
famous performance artists of our
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these photographs 16 were chosen and
produced in a calendar.
The photographs and some others
were also shown in an exhibit at Gallery
Gachet. The pictures are beautiful.
If you get a chance buy one of the
calendars it may help open your eyes to
that hope in the shadows.

in museum boxes. Mehodihi was no
different in this respect.

I needed to mention this because I think
it is the rst time that New Music West
had an all-Aboriginal showcase. Also,
the performers for this showcase are all
quite exceptional and you should check
them out if you get a chance.

Judy Chartrand, grunt gallery

Hope in the Shadows calendar,
Pivot Legal Society/ Gallery Gachet
December 1 to January 2, 2005, Hope
in the Shadows at Gallery Gachet.

Is this not the best event that ever
happens? Every year it keeps getting
better and better. I challenge you to
name one other place where you can
see old friends, run in to relatives,
eat good Indian foods, have Indian
entertainment, and buy good Indian
stuff. Hats off to the organizers of the
annual craft fair. You make my holiday
season a lot brighter.

In October PIVOT distributed 110
cameras to some of the residents of the
Downtown East Side. They were asked
to document their environment. From
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Though the protest was non-violent,
two days later the International Security
Relations Network (ISN) listed the
protest, along with quotes from an
Indian Country Today article “Columbus
Day: Celebrating a holocaust,” on the
ISN’s security watch. The ISN is based
in Zurich, Switzerland, and provides
coverage of conict and security
issues to its security partners. Among
the handful of October 10 reports are
the surrender of a Bosnian Serb war
criminal in the Hague and kidnappings
and bombing in Pakistan.

Holiday Marked with Resistance
Celebrations around October 12
— known variously as Thanksgiving,
Columbus Day, Día de la Raza (Day of
the Races) — carried on a new tradition
of resistance.
Western Shoshone elder Carrie
Dann led about 600 protestors in a
successful blockade of the Denver,
Colorado Columbus Day parade on
October 9. Reuters estimates about
600 police patrolled the parade in riot
gear, arresting 230 demonstrators and
releasing them with charges of loitering
and disobedience to a lawful order.
Assistant city attorney Robert Reynolds
told the Rocky Mountain News that he
intends to prosecute every case, and
150 people have been arraigned.
Protestors, such as the Transform
Columbus Day Alliance, target Colorado
in its history as Columbus Day ground
zero—it was the rst state to observe
the holiday in 1907.
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On October 12, a popular contingent in
Caracas, Venezuela, tried, convicted,
and hung a bronze statue of Columbus
for the crime of genocide. The statue
was pulled from its pedestal, dragged
through the streets, hung, and broken.
In 2002, President Hugo Chávez
Frías had declared the holiday Day
of Indigenous Resistance to honour
Indigenous people who had fallen since
Christopher Columbus’ arrival in the
Western Hemisphere. Previously, the
holiday was “The Day of the Races,” in
reference to the meeting of Indigenous
and European races, and variously
celebrated Latin American cultures.
Chávez was leading ceremonies to
recognize the Indigenous leaders who
resisted the initial Spanish invasion.
The National Guard did not interfere
with the action, but police quickly
dispersed the crowd and recovered
pieces of the statue. Two days after
the demonstration, a release from
the Bolivarian Chávez government
denounced the protest action, and the
Caracas mayor, Freddy Bernal, vowed
to restore the statue.

In 2002 Indigenous people made
up about 2 percent of Venezuela’s
population, with meztizo (mixed
Indigenous, African, and Spanish
background) another 67 percent.
Venezuela has been independent of
Spain since 1821, the end of a ten-year
Bolivárian uprising.
Robin Taylor

UBCIC supports 5 Nations’
Participation in Kemess Mine
Review
Chief Stewart Phillip, President of the
Union of BC Indian Chiefs, has stated
the Union is “proud to offer its support
to the Gitxsan House of Nii Kyap,
Takla Lake First Nation, Fort Connelly
First Nation, Kwadacha First Nation
and the Tsay Keh Dene First Nation in
their collective opposition to Northgate
Minerals Corporation’s proposed
Kemess North mine.”
The ve Nations want to participate in a
review panel, and in the environmental
assessment agencies of the federal and
provincial government. They believe
that the mine will harm the biodiversity
of their respective territories.
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Chief Phillip stated, “As we have
seen in the Haida and Taku River
Tlingit decisions, the courts have
recognized that the Province of British
Columbia’s approach to consultation is
fundamentally awed.” He emphasized
that the Provincial Crown and third
parties like Northgate have an
enforceable, legal duty to consult First
Nations in land use decisions, starting
at the proposal stage and continuing
until conclusion of any large-scale
operations.
Chief Phillip concluded that Native
rights and title can only be fullled with
full involvement of Indigenous people in
all resource management decisions.
Robin Taylor

management of social housing.” The
units were previously operated by four
societies represented by AHMA, but
managed by BC Housing. The AHMA
has been planning for the transfer
for several years, it is the rst such
agreement to be made in Canada.
However, the 2001 press release put
the number of units to be transferred at
300. No explanation was given for the
other 111 units not transferred.

A 2001 agreement in principle to
transfer management of Aboriginal
social housing units from the provincial
government to the Aboriginal Housing
Management Association (AHMA)
has been partly honoured in a formal
agreement.

A report prepared by the AHMA in
2000, Returning to the Circle, identied
concerns that the CMHC planned to
transfer responsibility for these units
to BC Housing without increasing
funding to the province. The report
asserted Aboriginal peoples’ “right to
acquire housing with assistance from
the Government as part of a duciary
responsibility to First Nations, both
on and off-reserve.” Almost half of the
Aboriginal people in Canada live in
urban areas, and access to culturally
sensitive appropriate and empowering
housing is important for general social
health and tenant safety.

A release from BC Housing and the
Ministry of Community, Aboriginal and
Women’s Services announced that 189
housing units will now be managed
by the AHMA, calling the plan “is an
important step toward aboriginal self-

The AHMA represents 14 housing
services in BC, all providing offreserve social housing. Over half of
BC’s Indigenous population lives offreserve. No new off-reserve social
housing has been provided by the
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Robin Taylor

The province is awaiting a federalprovincial agreement to similarly bring
2,800 units, currently managed by
the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, into the AHMA’s portfolio
administration.
Aboriginal providers and leaders have
been trying to gain control of Aboriginal
social housing since the announcement
of the 1996 federal budget. That budget
included plans to transfer federal
responsibility and funding for Aboriginal
programs to provinces and territories,
and marked the beginning of closed
bilateral talks between the two levels
of government, with no First Nations
consultation.

Aboriginal Housing
Transferred to Aboriginal
Managers

federal government since 1994 despite
Aboriginal birth rates high above that
of the general population. The BC
Liberal government has no plans to
build new units beyond fullling the new
unit commitments of the previous NDP
government, and will build no new units
in 2005.

Alanis Obomsawin Receives
Film Award
Filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin (Abenaki)
received the 2004 International
Documentary Association (IDA)
Pioneer Award at a gala ceremony in
Los Angeles on December 10 for her
“unique and important contributions
to advancing the art of non-ction
lmmaking.” This award is just the
latest recognition of Obamsawin’s
work: others she has earned in her
45-year career as a singer, storyteller,
and lmmaker include the Order of
Canada, the Governor General’s Award,
honorary doctorates and the National
Aboriginal Achievement Award.
A release from the National Film Board
of Canada praised Obomsawin as
“one of the rst Aboriginal lmmakers
to work with the NFB,” crediting her for
early and continued work documenting
the lives and issues of Native people
in Canada. Obomsawin’s work as a
director, producer, and writer stretches
over 20 non-ction lms, such as the
internationally acclaimed feature-length
Kanehsatake: 200 Years of Resistance
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(1993), part of her four-lm series about
the armed stand-off that followed the
territorial defense of Mohawk territory
in 1990 outside Oka, Quebec. Two
recent lms focused on the Mi’gmaq
First Nation defense of traditional rights
to lands and resources: Is the Crown
at War with Us? (2002), about the
conict with commercial shers and
the RCMP over harvest rights, and Our
Nationhood (2003), about the Listuguj
success at land protection in deance of
government intervention.
In the release, Obomsawin says
lm can “preserve the oral stories
and songs of our history for future
generations,” as well as “an incredibly
powerful way for our people to be
heard, expose what is wrong and ght
for social change.”
Robin Taylor

custody night of death
Two police fired; community
rallies
On October 26th, 2004—fourteen years
after Saulteaux teen Neil Stonechild
was found frozen to death outside
Saskatoon—a public inquiry found that
he was in the custody of Constables
Brad Senger and Larry Hartwig the
night he died. Justice David Wright led
the inquiry and called the Saskatoon
police force’s original investigation
“supercial and totally inadequate.”
The inquiry helped to bring widespread
attention to many incidences where
police have been known to pick up
Native people and dump them in
the frozen prairie to die. The inquiry,
however, did not assign blame for
Stonechild’s death.
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Rachel Taylor
Amnesty International

After the inquiry, police chief Russ
Sabo red both ofcers for repeatedly
denying that the 17-year-old had
been in their custody. Mr. Stonechild’s
family and Native leaders expressed
satisfaction with the decision; but the
Saskatoon police voted unanimously to
support Senger and Hartwig’s appeal,
taking the position that the inquiry
treated the ofcers unfairly.
That reaction prompted some members
of the community to call for the force to
be disbanded. And on November 19th,
students and Stonechild supporters
marched to the Saskatoon Police
Station to demand justice for all, and
to support the Stonechild family, Judge
Wright, Chief Sabo, and “all of the lives
that the justice system has failed to
protect.” Demonstrators celebrated the
“minor victory for social justice,” saying
“a lot more must be accomplished…
both locally and globally.”

Stonechild was in police

deaths of Native men in Saskatoon,
Two Worlds Colliding, aired on CBC
on December 9th and 11th. The lm
includes an interview with Darrell
Night, who survived being dumped
in the outskirts of Saskatchewan by
police in January 2000. Night stepped
forward after his ordeal and an RCMP
task force was formed to investigate the
Saskatoon police force. Two ofcers
were convicted of unlawful connement;
they served time and were red. Also
interviewed is the sergeant who rst
believed Night’s story; a former RCMP
ofcer; and the parents of another
Native victim, Lawrence Wegner.

A documentary about the freezing

releases report on violence
against Indigenous women in
Canada
“When will the Canadian government
nally recognize the real dangers faced
by Indigenous women?”
Darlene Osborne asked this in
response to the death of a second
family member in 2003. Sixteen year
old Felicia Solomon was brutally
murdered last March. Her cousin,
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Helen Betty Osborne, was sexually
assaulted and murdered by four men
in 1971 at the age of 19.

photograph Crystal Schooner

Amnesty International has released
a new report, and an appeal for
international action, to urge the
Canadian government to act for
the safety of Indigenous women in
Canada.
Their report, Stolen Sisters:
Violence and Discrimination
Against Indigenous Women in
Canada, focuses on murders and
disappearances of women like
Felicia and Helen. It highlights three
concerns:
The heightened threat of violence
created by the social and economic
marginalization of Indigenous women
within Canadian society;
The frequent failure of police and the
justice system to provide adequate
protection to Indigenous women;
Evidence that some men are
exploiting this vulnerability to
specically target Indigenous women
for acts of extreme brutality.
Cree actress Tantoo Cardinal
responded to the report:
“As an Aboriginal woman in this
country, I recognize that through the
efforts of colonization of Canada’s
Aboriginal population, it is women
who have been most adversely
affected. There are intensely wound
layers of sexism and racism that
are at the root of countless acts of
violence against Aboriginal women
and at the root of an attitude of
disregard and inaction to protect and
advocate for Aboriginal women.”
Rachel Taylor

By Crystal Schooner
In 1990, over 200 representatives of
Native Nations from throughout Turtle
Island (South, Central and North
America) met in Quito, Ecuador to
discuss, strategize and take action on
issues affecting Indigenous Peoples.
Elders representing the northern, central
and southern regions of the continent
discussed the prophecy of the eagle
and the condor. This prophecy supports
the goal of all Indigenous peoples and
the Nations uniting after centuries of
colonization. Inspired by this prophecy,
elders proposed the “Peace and Dignity
Journeys,” as a way to realize this
unication, through spiritual running
and networking. Indigenous Peoples
as a united force, from all over Turtle
Island can reclaim peace and dignity by
honoring Indigenous values, ways of
life and current struggles of resistance
to modern colonization. Peace and
dignity journeys conducted its rst
intercontinental journey in 1992 to honor
500 years of resistance and survival
of Native peoples through invasion,
colonization and genocide. Four
years later, the 1996 journey honored
youth and children. The 2000 journey
honored the family, and this past 2004
run was to honor women.
Every person that decides to join the
run is expected to represent their Nation
and community and to stay drug and
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alcohol free and abstain from sex for
the entire six months of the journey.
When I joined the journey I did so in
faith that my family and friends would
stand behind me. I am very grateful for
everyone who has been my support.
Being far away from home has been
a true adventure not only for me, but
also the other runners. The everyday
comforts of having something cold to
drink or good shoes on our feet, have
now become pleasures, something that
I used to take for granted. Sometimes
we never had money to buy good
drinking water, sometimes we couldn’t
afford to buy good shoes for our feet
and so this journey opened my eyes to
see things that I never imagined seeing
before! I never thought I would ever do
anything like this in my life and when I
was on the run I never thought I would
make it the whole way to Panama.
There were a lot of struggles to make
it “the whole way” on the journey. You
live with a group of 30 people that you
have to see everyday, all day and all
night and live like a family. I saw a lot
on the road and I saw so much poverty
and poor people, down in the south
(Central America) it is very different
and is very alike at the same time. The
Native people of the South have a lot
in common with us native people in
the North. I feel so privileged to have
gone on this journey. I have learned so
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much about empowering myself and
encouraging other youth to empower
themselves also. I have learned to be
strong and to carry myself in a good
way as a First Nations woman. I have
learned to respect my body and take
care of myself. While I was on this
journey, I had a chance to network with
other youth from Central America and
talk and learn about the issues that
they have to deal with in these
countries that are full of genocide
and poverty. A lot of the Native
youth from the south are very
poor and most were abandoned
because their families were too
poor to feed them and to take
care of them. While they were
growing up, most of the Native
people had to start working
at a very young age - mostly
starting at ages 3 and up and
they still have to work the rest of
their lives until they get old and
can’t work anymore. Most stop
working in their 90’s because
there is no such thing as retiring
or old folks homes or welfare.

I approached her she had scars on her
face and you could tell that she had
been beaten. She was very friendly
and outgoing. She wanted to give me
hugs and she was very open talk to
me. I sat down beside her and with the
Spanish that I knew I asked her what
she was doing. She said she had been
sitting there all day. I asked her if she
was hungry and she said she was very

While we were crossing the
border from Mexico into
photograph Crystal Schooner
Guatemala I had met a young
girl who was 9 and she was
I believe that all Indigenous
mentally handicapped and was
Peoples from Alaska to
slaved into selling her body for
Argentina will all be “One
sex. When I had met her she
was hungry, homeless, and
United Nation.”
helpless and had no family or
friends to reach out to. The only
people she has in her life is the
hungry and that no one had given her
man who pimps her and the men that
anything to eat for a couple of days.
sleep with her.
So I fed her and gave her something
When we rst arrived I saw her sitting
to drink and she was so happy and it
on the side of the road in nothing but
made me feel so good inside that I had
rags barely covering her body, When
made a difference in a young girl’s life.
I saw her I didn’t know right away
So I decided to sit with her and talk
that she was a prostitute. I felt so bad
with her a little longer and she tried to
seeing this little girl so I decided to
touch me inappropriately. I told her to
reach out to her and talk to her. When
stop and I asked why she had done
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that. She didn’t really reply, as if it was
normal to her. While I was talking with
her, one of the runners that was with us
told me not to talk to her much longer.
When I asked why they told me that
her pimp had been watching from a
distance for the entire time I was talking
with her. So I decided to say goodbye
and I cried when we had to leave her
there at the border. I wanted to take her
with us and take her away from all
of that sickness. I’ll never forget that
little girl and I’II always pray for her.
The journey made me a stronger
person because I gained willpower
and strength in many different
ways. I am so proud to be native
and to have represented the Nuxalk
Nation.
I have experienced really hard shit
in my life, just living as a youth. I
understand what it’s like to be put
down and I know what it’s like to
be hurt and I encourage others
out there to be proud of who you
are and never be ashamed for
being Native because the Southern
Native people in the South are
considered dirty and it’s so hard for
them to be proud. The army and the
government are constantly killing
the native people, a lot of children
are left without parents, a lot of
women are left without husbands,
people are left with out homes just
because they claim they’re Native.
Up here yes I agree that it can get
bad and it can get hard being Native
but it’s not as hard as in the South.
I believe in a healing for our Native
People. I believe that all Indigenous
Peoples from Alaska to Argentina will all
be “One United Nation.”
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Life
.......Givers
By Vera Wabegijig

Heart beats one after another.
Chasing each other, or so it seems.
Little aches followed by more intense
tremors attacking every few minutes.
Those minutes close in on each other into
seconds. Hands grip on sheets, pulling,
yanking, wanting to tear those sheets from
the bed into strips. Bearing down into the
bed, into the earth. Wanting to pull on roots
and hold on tight while pushing down and
away.
Over and over again it seems like forever.
Everything seems to stop. It is slow motion.
The ringing in the ears, the calm soothing
voice, the heart beats one after another on a
monitor, unconnected. Grunting and crying.
Screaming for it all to stop or to nish or
both.
Can I do it? Can I nish? I don’t want to
do it. It’s gonna hurt. Is it gonna hurt? Hurt
more than it does right now? The electric
heartbeat slows down while the other
heartbeat continues on harder. The ripping,
the tearing.
I can do it. I am gonna do this. I have to do
this. I have to. I want to.
Close eyes and breathe deeply. Imagine life.
Life living outside of you instead of inside of
you. Imagine creating life outside of you.
photograph anonymous
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It does take a whole community to raise a child..
It does take a father to raise a child. It does
takeauntiesandunclesandcousinsandlet’snever
forget the grandpas and the grannies that help
raise a child.

photograph anonymous

Imagine the beauty that you are giving birth to right at
this moment. Imagine the love you are creating right at
this moment. This perfect moment you push down, bear
down and imagine creating new life.
Giving birth is a beautiful and natural act. The female
body is truly remarkable. It can create life. It is a life
giver. The female body can re-create itself in a weird
sci- kinda way. When you think about it that way, it
seems a bit weird. A body growing in another body. Then
one day that body will get too big and be self-sustaining
enough to breathe on its own, nally, and then starts the
process of detachment. The process of birthing.
Yet that body does not ever really detach itself from its
host, its mother. Or its co-host, the father.
For years after birth, the baby depends on it’s mother for
years and years and years. It begins as co-dependency
until the baby learns and grows to be independent where
the baby, now adolescent, then begins to resist and rebel
against the mother-host and father-host.
Yet a special bond develops between the mother and
the baby. Now, it does not seem so sci- because really
this bond is parenthood. The mother and father and the
baby develop a special bond together. Imagine this is
what love is and feels like. Love is what develops and
keeps this bond tight and special.

more than birth. She gives her life, commits her life to
raising a baby into a child, into an adolescent, and into
a young adult. As a mother she will nurse her baby with
the best liquid on this earth, change diapers, clean,
nurse, change diapers, clean, nurse, change diapers
and maybe at some point take a moment to go to the
washroom or wash her face or brush her hair or take
time to eat.
Some women will give birth more than once. More than
twice, more than thrice even. In the old days, woman
gave birth to ten to fteen in their lifetime. Imagine, if you
can, raising that many children. Now, that’s commitment.
Women are life givers. Women are giving birth to the
next generation. Women are giving birth to our future.
This is a very heroic thing to do. But do not think women
can do it alone. Do not think the next generation can
depend on just women. It does take a whole community
to raise a child. It does take a father to raise a child.
It does take aunties and uncles and cousins and let’s
never forget the grandpas and the grannies that help
raise a child. Our children depend on everyone to help
them learn.
This is a very heroic thing to do. Women are my heroes.
Women gave life to me, to you and your neighbor.

This bond is what makes mothers true life givers. A
woman who becomes a mother gives life to another
generation. A woman who becomes a mother gives
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graphic Peter Morin

By John Rampanen
Initially I wanted to provide an article on a great warchief that is an ancestor from my family’s house – Chief
Capchah. I also thought about doing a biography on
my grandfather, Ian Seitcher. Through his involvement
in the rights of Aboriginal people, especially in regards
to family and shing, he had a huge impact on my
family. Or, on my paternal grandfather, Joel Rampanen,
who served as a bodyguard to a Finnish general
during decades of warring with Russia. Eventually, I
opted to provide a piece on a living person that has
contributed even more to my life. This commentary is
an introduction of this person.
Her name is Kalilah. When Kalilah entered my life she
brought with her drastic change. Prior to her arrival I
was going through an immensely difcult time in my
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life. She arrived and brought with her a new hope, a
refreshed outlook on life and answers to problems
that I was afraid to confront. She has been a mentor
to me. She shows me the things that I do wrong. She
encourages me with the things that I do right and she
leads by example. In essence she has made me into
the person that I have become. When some had given
up on me, myself included, she remained relentless
and committed to being by my side.
Kalilah has been involved in several acts of resistance.
She has maintained a deant and decolonized
demeanor even when all seemed futile. She has
inspired me to become more, to try harder, to succeed.
I call myself a warrior but Kalilah has taught me what
this means.
I recall a time when I was assisting in a confrontation
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not diminished. She convinced me to take part in
yet another occupation, this time it was Stockwell
Day that would be targeted by her determined and
powerful crusade against all that was obstructing
the path of her people. Once again I watched in awe
as she so gracefully charmed all that witnessed her
presence. The media it seemed was victim to her
gravitational personality. She was a star. She was my
hero.
In addition, Kalilah has been involved in an
occupation at the Peace Arch in solidarity with
Leonard Peltier where she selessly asked President
Clinton for Peltiers clemency. She has also lent her
assistance at other issues throughout this province
such as Sutikalth (in the mountains between Mt.
Currie and Lilloet) and Skwek’wek’welt (Sun Peaks
ski resort dispute near Chase) that have both

that was taking place in Esgenoopetitj (Burnt Church,
New Brunswick.) In solidarity with the
actions that my warrior brothers and I
Many strange faces masked with the
were involved in, Kalilah took part in an
diseases of alcohol and drugs would reveal
occupation of then Fisheries Minister Herb
their true spirits at the comforts of her
Dhaliwal’s constituency ofce demanding
his immediate resignation. It was broadcast
reside. Songs were sung, stories were told,
on the national news and I caught a
strength was renewed and despite efforts by
glimpse of her rallying in deance to the
injustice that was taking place thousands
local police, Kalilah’s sacred re remained
of miles away. The image of her lifted my
breathing for four days.
spirits and brought a rejuvenated energy
that would not fade away. I missed her but I
knew that she was proud and I immediately
felt my strength replenish.
been adamantly opposed to proposed development
and expansion on sacred Indigenous territories. Her
Directly following this occupation Kalilah organized
generosity and compassion have continued tirelessly.
a four-day sacred re held at Grandview Park in
eastside Vancouver. She felt that her fellow protestors
I have found it difcult to develop a presentation on
required some spiritual and emotional release after
Kalilah, not because of the emotions that surface, the
such a difcult and restless time. Her intentions were
depth of her personality, the many stories and actions
to bring the re to the people of the Eastside that were
that she has inspired, or the countless teachings she
unknowingly being affected by the harsh realities of
has provided me with. I nd it difcult because Kalilah
homelessness, hunger, repression, depression, and
is only four years old. She is my daughter, more
oppression.
appropriately she is my little mother. In Hul’qumi’num
she is a Buttery. She has a limitless beauty, inner
She saw the land that was buried deep below the cold
strength and an ability to heal the soul and rejuvenate
concrete and she wanted to share this vision with all
the spirit. She is love incarnated. She dances and
that would listen. Many strange faces masked with the
sings. Without any fears she knows just what to do
diseases of alcohol and drugs would reveal their true
exactly when it is required. She is my saviour. During
spirits at the comforts of her reside. Songs were sung, hard and difcult times she entered my life and brought
stories were told, strength was renewed and despite
with her serenity and solace.
efforts by local police, Kalilah’s sacred re remained
breathing for four days.
She was the medicine that was brought in to these
aforementioned direct actions to ensure a proper
When I returned from the East Coast her energy was
guidance was in place. She really did make the
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decisions. If she was tired and cranky and didn’t want
to stay at an occupation any longer she would let
everybody know and they would leave, move on and
nd another action to initiate.
Children are a gift from the
Creator. We call them Usma
in Nuu-chah-nulth, meaning
“precious ones.” There is a
running joke in Cheam that
she was conceived on the river
during the ongoing conicts with
the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans during the summer
of 1999 and that she was
born during the roadblock the
following spring of 2000. It is
true that she was born amid the
chaos and intensity of these
situations and this has been
evident ever since her rst day.
I was a Warrior, a soldier for my
people but my mindset was too
narrow to provide her with the
father gure that she required.
As a result, I missed her birth
while I remained on post at the
roadblock. She was born during
a difcult time in my life and
shortly after her arrival I left to
Burnt Church for a few months.
I missed her torturously, but
it was a sacrice that I had to
make.

tedious tribulations of life and have moved on to a life
lled with harmony, balance and love. We have had
two other children, both boys. The rst we have named
Qwyatseek and the latest addition we have named
Nikosis. Recently, my family
and I have begun reclaiming
our traditional territory on the
west coast of Vancouver Island.
It is here that our family has
survived thousands of years
and it is here that we return to
draw our strength from. Kalilah
has been inspirational in the
redevelopment of our House
and has provided her services
as entertainer and spirit lifter
when the days get long and
the work gets hard. She is a
visionary.

Among the vast enormity of
things accomplished thus far
by my daughter, she has had
time to yet achieve others. She
has provided guidance to her
grandmother as well. During an
intricate and complex time of
her life when no others could
understand nor communicate
to her, Kalilah was there to tell
her what she needed to hear.
Not through words because
Kalilah could not talk at the
Photo Redwire Archives. Nitannis and Kalilah. time, but through her heart,
non-verbally through her
Afterwards, during an
actions and closeness to her
Children are a gift from the
emotionally low point in my life,
grandmother. She helped
Creator. We call them Usma
suffering from the loss of two
her grandma recover from
brothers and overcoming the
repressed memories, from
in Nuu-chah-nulth, meaning
effects of a separation between
a separation and from other
“precious ones.”
my mother and father, Kalilah
personal matters that weighed
offered me these words of
a great deal upon her heart.
wisdom; “Life is a project, it’s really hard work.” After
Once again I am in awe of her greatness.
hearing such a profound and insightful statement
from such a little person I asked her if she knew what
Kalilah has provided me with strength. Through her,
a project was and she replied, “Yeah, a project is
I have spoken very loudly and fought bravely for the
like Mommy’s work.” Her mother works in lm/video
rights of Our People. Sometimes within my heart
production and spends a considerable amount of
and sometimes at my side she has been a part of
time producing documentaries and dramas. The
everything that I do. Kalilah is a buttery, uttering and
relationship that I have established with her mother,
dancing my worries away. Everywhere she goes she’s
Nitanis, has gone through its share of difculties and
the center of attention. She’s a star. In her mind and in
hardships. Kalilah has played a key role in maintaining
her own world she is the center of the Universe.
the strength and affection between her mother and
me. Together, Nitanis and I have endured the more
And…I think she’s right.
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Mural by Jerry Whitehead, corner of Carroll and Hastings, Interurban gallery-Portland Hotel Society

Circle of Courage
An Interview with Dr. Martin Brokenleg

By Stan Williams

Recently I had the pleasure of sitting
down to have a conversation with Dr.
Martin Brokenleg about his work that
he does with young people. I rst met
up with him after a super-inspiring
presentation he did for us at an event
here in Vancouver a couple months
back. He is a true role model for many
young people to follow and look to for
his traditional teachings. He is a happy
guy who likes to share and tell stories
and has a real approachable, easygoing nature about him.
Dr. Brokenleg is an enrolled member
of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe of South
Dakota, a Sicangu Lakota from South
Dakota. He has taught Lakota studies
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for 30 years. He is the co-author of an
International renowned book called
“Reclaiming Youth At-Risk.” Recently
he moved to Vancouver to teach
theology and to oversee the Native
Ministries program at the Vancouver
School of Theology. Dr. Brokenleg
has taught and led training programs
for youth leaders and programmers
throughout North America, in Hawaii,
New Zealand, and South Africa. He
also has three kids.
Could you tell us about yourself Dr.
Martin Brokenleg and explain what
kind of work you do within the native
youth community?

I am vice president of an organization
called “Reclaiming Youth International”
which works on strategies that help
adults encourage young people to be
successful. About a dozen years ago, I
co-authored a book called “Reclaiming
Youth At-Risk” which was a mix of
traditional Lakota child care philosophy
which it turns out meshes absolutely
with what research was saying is the
best strategy to help young people
stay out of trouble or get out of trouble
if they are in it. And so we wrote that
up and put it out as a little book called
“Reclaiming Youth At-Risk” and it
has become an immensely popular
book for anybody who works with
kids. The South African government
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uses it now as its training manual for
all youth workers in South Africa, and
here it is Sioux childcare philosophy
that they’re studying in South Africa!
We run two international conferences,
one in Victoria at the end of April, rst
couple of days of May and one in South
Dakota, which we’ve run for the past
dozen years, which is usually at the end
of June. We have people who come
from all over the world who come and
look at youth stuff.

missing piece, particularly in western
culture. North American society is
going to collapse, they will have every
technology device available but socially
it will collapse. And the only people who
have the possibility, I think, of bolstering
all of North American society are
Native people, because we have these
centuries of wisdom of how to interact,
how to solve problems, how to raise
children… all of that, that’s all of our
traditions. The residential school pulled
people away from that for a period of

being. And that need is in small
children all the way up to elders. Every
human being needs that connection,
we need other people around us. I
think that’s why, if you look at aboriginal
cultures anywhere in North America,
they’re always very social, they’re
always very communal. People spend
a lot of time just hanging out together.
So that becomes a real source of
strength, whenever there is a problem,
or a crisis, or a hardship or you get sick
or you’re about to leave this life, where
ever it is, that belonging
is the most important
experience.”

“..Sioux childcare
philosophy that they’re
studying in South Africa!”

Dr. Martin Brokenleg and his ‘Circle of Courage’

Could you describe what the book
and learning tool is about?

time but the tradition is actually there,
we’re the ones that have it.

The primary message is to try to help
kids survive in what’s becoming an
increasingly difcult social environment,
and this is true for all kids, although of
course my interest was in Native kids.
We’re trying to present the knowledge
that Native people have as something
that the world needs.

Could you talk about the teachings
and some of the meanings revolving
around the book “Reclaiming Youth
At-Risk

And that is not to think of ourselves as
a people always being in a plight and
needy, but to think of ourselves as the
geniuses in social relationships.
That’s really the genius in our cultures,
is that we have a rened ability to
relate with one another and to interact
with one another and that’s the
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There are four major experiences,
which kids have to have if they’re
going to have a strong spirit. This is
something that research says but it was
already something that I knew from
traditional Lakota teachings. These
have to be experiences, these can’t be
talked about in words, but a child has to
experience these over and over again.
The rst is to belong, to be connected.
That’s probably the single most
important experience of any human

The second necessary
experience is to have a
sense of accomplishment,
a sense of “mastery” is the
word we use. To know that
you’re capable, you can do
things, that is what compels
kids to learn is that desire to
be an accomplished person,
as well as for adults. We
all need that idea of being
successful. Unfortunately for
aboriginal people the reserve
system has really undercut
that and it’s made a lot of our
people think of themselves
as helpless when they aren’t
and to think of themselves
as needy when they really
aren’t. We really are capable,
we can do about anything, but
the reserve system and the residential
school experience have really undercut
that, that’s a really important piece, the
mastery piece.
The third is to have a sense of our
personal power, we use the word
independence, but some people
misunderstand and think we mean
being self sufcient. What we really
mean is to be responsible for yourself,
to take on what you say you are going
to do, to accomplish it, to try to do it to
the best of your ability. Of course if you
look at the traditional way that native
communities raise children, what you
see is that we teach a child how to be
responsible. If you watch a traditional
First Nations child, what you’ll see
is that child will watch an adult do
something for quite awhile until they
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“The problems that a lot of our young people
have, is that they don’t belong, they’re not
connected with their parents, to their schools, to
their community, and this is especially a problem
in the city. “

are sure they understand it, and then
they’ll try it and they will almost always
do it successful the rst time. That’s
our traditional style of learning and this
really conicts with schools because
schools want a child to just look briey
and then to try it and make mistakes
and learn from those mistakes! Well
that’s a cultural clash with our style of
learning. So schools usually aren’t
very good learning experiences for
First Nations kids because we’re so
accustomed to being successful, we
watch long enough to understand and
then we do it to a success. Schools just
want you to ‘self-correct’, what they call
‘trial and error.’ That doesn’t work for
our kids.
The fourth universal need is to know
our own goodness and the whole
theme of generosity. In our cultures it
gives a person the experience of giving
to others, doing things in the world
and that continually builds a sense of
one’s goodness; I’m a good person
underneath. Anybody who has been in
trouble, or who has been through some
sort of a crisis, that’s the rst thing your
going to lose is that sense of goodness.
And the way to restore that is to expect
that person to do something good. Well
if you look at how our communities
traditional handled someone who did
something wrong in their communities,
they had to do something good to make
up for it.
Could you give an example?
Let’s say you got really angry in
traditional times and injured another
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party. Well once you came to yourself
and realized what you had done, you
would compensate that other group.
You would nd yourself, take them
gifts, give them a horse or something
like that to rebalance it. You are using
generosity to heal that wound that
you’ve created in yourself. It’s part
of the reason I don’t think any of our
communities really jailed anybody
because we gured if we knew that
you did something wrong then that was
punishment enough, but we also gave
you the chance to make up for it, to
restore it. The punishment system that
North America uses doesn’t do that, it
just makes people angry and frustrated
and they’ll go out and do it again. But if
you let the person restore it and make
up for whatever mistakes they made,
that’s when you’ll see that they probably
won’t do it again.
These ‘universal needs’ are
presented within a medicine wheel,
which is accustom to many Native
communities… on the Coast here,
how would one relate to it?
Now of course that ‘medicine wheel’ for
those of us from the prairies and out
east that makes a lot of sense to us.
But to the Coastal people you have to
have a different system. I have a carver
over on Kuper Island who is carving
a pole and he’s going to use the crest
system for these. So at the bottom of
the pole he’s going to have Killer Whale
for belonging. For mastery, he’s going
to have Raven. For independence,
he’s going to have Eagle. And then
for generosity he’s going to have Wolf
because wolves never eat alone,
they always share what they have
with the others. So those will be the
four themes and those are also four
same crests that the coastal people
use in their communities for part of
their identity. We won’t call it Circle of
Courage, we’ll have to come up with

different name for it eventually but it’s
using the local culture. That’s the idea.
What impacts do you think native
kids experience today living in the
cities?
The problems that a lot of our young
people have, is that they don’t belong,
they’re not connected with their parents,
to their schools, to their community, and
this is especially a problem in the city.
If you’re not a whiz at school you’re
considered a failure so you don’t have
any mastery. You have no sense of
personal power because the city is so
anonymous, it can make everybody feel
unimportant and if you’re just looking
out for yourself to get by in the city,
you have no opportunity for generosity.
It’s the worst possible environment for
anybody, of course we always think of
native people and that’s appropriate,
but for anybody from any other
background, they’re at the same risk. A
really high risk of failure.
In closing, Miigwetch for the
conversation Martin.
After listening to Martin’s fundamental
teachings of self, I came to be inspired
by the simpleness in those spoken
words. Heroic key concepts that
transcend time and space. So, whether
you live in the city or wherever, take
them with you and you’ll be equipped
with more tools to step up and move
forward within this crazy interconnected
world of ours!!! If you are in search of
some inspiration and want to learn more
about models that help our community
that come from traditional native
teachings, I encourage you to check
out Dr. Martin Brokenleg at the website
www.reclaiming.com. Information
regarding upcoming workshops
mentioned in the interview can be
accessed at www.reclaiming.com.
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Shout It out!

By Marika Swan
When I sat down to think about which people had
inspired me and left me yearning to improve myself,
it was hard not to listen to the voice in the back of my
bones saying: sure they seem great to you but that’s
just how you choose to see them . It’s true and that’s
the beauty of it all. Perception is everything. Someone
looks at you and sees something they wish they could
be and that’s exactly what makes us all so special to
each other. But that’s all beside the point. The feeling of
being inspired is still worth sharing.
I love going to open mic night. The more obscure the
location the better. I love the shitty sound systems and
the grumpy bartenders. No one humors delusions of
stardom and the line up is always random because you
never know who signed up to play that night. There
is this moment of suspense as each new performer
adjusts the microphone. As they prepare to play, you
wonder, will you wish you’d just stayed home?
Of all the open mic nights that I have frequented, this
one musician really stands out in my memory. She
wasn’t anything amazing as a performer, at least not
yet. Most of her audience lost interest halfway through.
They wandered off to rell cheap beer or start up hazy
conversations. Maybe they felt embarrassed watching
her fumble, maybe she wasn’t conventionally pretty
enough, but I couldn’t take my eyes off her. Her face
was a magnetic white against the dark red tones
that dimmed the rest of the room. She kept her eyes
xed on a crack in the ceiling even as her ngers
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I love going to open mic night. The
more obscure the location the better.
I love the shitty sound systems and
the grumpy bartenders.
slipped and her high-pitched voice forgot the words. I
watched her furrow her brow in intense concentration. I
watched as each song came out sounding a little more
disappointed than the one before. And I even stayed to
watch her apologize when she was done.
People just want to be given the opportunity to belt
out the doodles they have been scribbling on scraps
of paper at the back of the bus. Sometimes I have no
patience for crappy musicians but I think I hold on to
that memory because it reminds me that the worst that
can happen is that you’ll fail and you’ll leave everyone
else feeling comparatively competent. I admired her
courage as she was obviously just starting out and I
admired her even more when she opped. I told her
afterwards that I thought she looked beautiful on stage.
I don’t think she believed me (or even more likely she
probably thought that I was hitting on her, women often
do when you give them compliments) but to me, that
was the honest truth.
It takes more than some good deeds to inspire me
these days. I want the bad with the good. I want
honesty. I want to share your mistakes and laugh with
you afterwards.
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A Beaver Taile
By Jennifer Annais Pighin
Long ago… before the time of white man on Turtle
Island, there lived a great Beaver Spirit. There lived
many spirits back then: one for each event, each
family, and each being.
Beaver worked long hard hours into the night, making
the best log homes of all, and the Great Spirits above
noticed this hard work. They also saw how Beaver’s
generous efforts helped the neighboring families of the
forests as these skills were used to capture water for
all to share. Beaver was very resourceful, using only
the best materials to build homes and dams. Beaver
never took more than needed and never wasted a twig.
Over time, Beaver became close friends with Moon.
They had much in common and spent most of their
time together. Frequently they would be heard sharing
stories, laughing and clapping into the night, cleansing
together in one of Beaver’s many lakes. However,
should anyone bother them, as Moon is sometimes
shy, Moon would jump on Beaver’s tail and they would
be off so fast that one could only catch a glimpse of
them fading into the darkness.
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A story came to
me... rst as a
visualization…
I painted it...
knowing a narrative
existed… unable
to conceive it…
moon passes... then
again it came mid
night… half asleep
it manifested… this
time… imagery
in text… context
like water running
clear through my
mind… the title
is key - creating
a transformative
word holding many
implications.

One night Beaver and Moon decided to marry, because
neither one could live without the other. They held
countless extravagant potlucks and powwows in the
sky where the many spirits who attended could be seen
dancing through the evening. There was only one way
for Beaver, who lived on the land, to join Moon in the
sky, and that was by jumping into the night’s reection
on the water.
The two of them lived blissfully, creating many children
of Stars and Beavers. All of their children grew up to
be strong hard workers, shining above all others. Their
worth was well known and appreciated throughout the
lands. Without Moon and Stars, Turtle Island would be
left in darkness at night. The hungry would not be able
to see what they were eating, which would be cause
for great mishap amongst all living creatures. Without
Beavers, there would be no bathing or drinking water
during extremely dry or frozen months, and if there
were to be a ood, there would be no protection.
One night, as the Star Children were playing tag in the
sky, they noticed some strange gures approaching
their homeland from across the waters. The gures
looked mystical, resembling some sort of inside-out
Beaver lodge or giant smooth canoes carrying large
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hides. Surely these approaching visitors held great
powers and wealth, so the Star Children passed
on the word that a very mysterious shaman was
coming, and by the looks of the nely crafted portable
structures, they must be cousins of the Beavers.
Beaver, hearing this, decided that this visit must be
of great importance for the visitors to have come all
this way to see them. Together Moon and Beaver
immediately began preparing extravagant gifts to
share with the approaching guests. They rolled into a
wooden satchel all of their most nely crafted items, all
their best foods, all their best medicines and tobacco,
all their most valued goods, and even one of their
adventurous Star Children who was intrigued by these
visitors and wanted to join them on their journeys,
wherever they led.
Finally, the mysterious vessels reached the rock
where Beaver and Moon were waiting with their rolled
up satchel of the nest gifts one could give. Beaver
immediately took notice of the great craftsmanship of
the vessels before them and began to feel nervous.
Indisputably, this must be the work of one with great
technical skill, spiritual powers and wisdom. Beaver felt
honored to be in the presence of such divinity.
When the strangers appeared, they spoke in unfamiliar
tongues and their manifestation was like nothing
Beaver had ever seen before. Confused and frankly a
bit taken aback by the appearance of these strangers,
Beaver offered them these gifts and showed them
around the nearby villages. The strangers accepted the
gifts and offered forth some special powerful tools.
The newcomers seemed very happy to see Beaver and
Beaver’s home. They sat sharing ceremonial smoke
and some sort of strange medicine water brought over
by the visitors. It seemed the more they drank of it the
more they got excited, until they entered some sort of
strange trance where they sang and hollered, dancing
into the night. The visitors kept offering more and more
of this medicine water to Beaver, who accepted every
drop offered in fear of displeasing the strange guests in
the house.
Everyone slept well at the end of that night.
Soon Beaver became curious about the vessels
that seemed to plant themselves in the waters near
their home, until one night Beaver was nally invited
over to one of them. Being placed in such a unique
atmosphere, surrounded by all sorts of new shapes,
textures and materials, made Beaver certain that these
were great spirits. Going inside there was suddenly a
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Beaver’s spirit, which held great
generosity and value, was mixed with
Star Child’s body, which the captors
turned into shiny metal buttons.
These shiny metal buttons eventually
became a part of everyone’s lives
around the world in some form or
another.
loud bang as the door slammed close behind them.
Beaver was then quickly tied up and thrown into a cell
next to a distressed Star Child, which Beaver had given
to them as a gift on their arrival. The majestic vessel
began to move.
Meanwhile, back home, Moon, Stars and Beavers were
distraught at the disappearance of the Great Beaver.
Moon decided to go searching for Beaver, following the
direction they were taken in. (Moon, being so in love
with Beaver, has never stopped searching the world
round in hopes of reuniting with Beaver.)
The two captives had hopes that things would change,
but the kidnappers continued sailing off into the great
unknown. Beaver and Star Child thought only of their
family and were unable and unwilling to eat. They were
enslaved for so long that they died of starvation and
illness, never reaching their destination alive.
Instead of burning their bodies, so their souls could
nd their way home, the captors kept them. Their
souls in all their worth were put into the hands of
these strangers. Using the skin of Beaver for its high
trade-in value, Beaver’s body was used as commodity.
Similarly, Star Child’s spirit was captured for its
illuminating energy. Beaver’s spirit, which held great
generosity and value, was mixed with Star Child’s body,
which the captors turned into shiny metal buttons.
These shiny metal buttons eventually became a part
of everyone’s lives around the world in some form or
another.
That is how Beaver’s true merit was belittled and
transformed into value that people of our time often
attribute to material objects. The sincere generosity
within Beaver’s spirit will be released to those who are
able to let go of the value system thus created. When
we learn to recognize and release these spirits from
objects we will then again be able to see with the stars
at night and dance with the family of the Beaver.
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For this issue, Ms. Morin’s grade 6 class at the Klappan School in
Iskut, B.C. wrote hero stories that come straight from the heart
and soul of one of our communities. We wish to congratulate
and thank the students of Ms. Morin’s class for sharing such
powerful and inspiring stories and art work.

My hero would have to be my
Dad. When he goes to terrace
he gets me movies like Friday
the Thirteenth: I II III IV V VI VII
VIII and a really old movie called
Creep Show and Halloween.
Sometimes I really wish that my
Dad would get me a movie called
Alien vs Predator it’s a really cool
movie about aliens ghting in a
giant temple pyramid with old
skeletons and weird pictures,
crypts and tombs. The temple
is underground over Antarctica.
There’s also this other movie
that I really want, Idol Hand
and Jason Goes To Hell. I also
really want the Alien collection:
Alien, Aliens, Alien 3 and Alien
Resurrection and I really want
Halloween: H20.
Francis Louie

My Father, Oscar Dennis, is a hard worker and is smart. He is my hero because he has
accomplished a lot of things in his life. He went to every school except Residential
School.
I love my father because he brought me in to this world. I respect him with all of my
heart. I will never disrespect him by disrespecting my body by drugs or alcohol. I will
always respect me, and my body because I am part of my father for instance I am smart,
kind, and always try to argue, LOL. My father is my favourite person, and friend I will
ever have.
He teaches me language, culture, respect and where I came from.
My hero is my Dad and I love him. James Dennis
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My mom is Zena Henyu. She has six children. She was a reghter. She
worked with her husband Peter at the Zetu rehall. I look up to my mom
because she always takes care of us. She is strong enough to work on res.
Jay Cee Henyu
My hero is my uncle Carl. He would
open the hall every night until he
passed away. My other uncle Paul
opened the hall, only on weekdays
but now he no longer works. People
were giving him a hard time, so he
quit and Raina volunteered.
But just uncle Carl is my hero. He
used to call me Zooni and Kalcie,
apple cheeks and Brendan-Big-Fro
every time. At lunchtime I would
pick up Jamie and he would come
back and say, “you little girl” and he
would give me pizza dogs, wagon
wheels, and cookies.
Ms. Morin’s Grade 6 class, Klappan School, Iskut, BC

My name is Branden Colten Dennis. I’m 11 years old
and I have two brothers. Their names are, Burton
and Beaufort. My dad’s name is Paul Dennis and my
mom’s name is Mamie.
My hero is my dad Paul. I chose my dad because he
taught me how to be a good hunter. I shot a moose
when we went hunting. He taught me how to skin the
moose. My dad taught me how to work on wood and
he taught me how to make a re. He taught me how to
be kind and to be a good boy and help my mom while
he was in a hospital in Edmonton.

When we left, my uncle Carl would
call us chicken head, we would call
him moose chin and we would go
to the store. Then we would go to
school and after school Jamie and I
would go for a bike ride. When it’s
wintertime I would take sliding at
the
sliding hill.
P.S. He was the best and funniest
uncle I ever had. I love him and miss
him. I will always remember him.
Chad Abou

Branden Colten Dennis
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Ms. Morin’s Grade 6 class, Klappan School, Iskut, BC

My name is Danny boy Jr
Tashoots and my hero is my
mom Jane Tashoots because
she was always there for me
when I need it the most. My
mom is 38 years old with a
heart of gold. I’m the third
oldest of ve kids. She’s a
grandmother to a beautiful
little girl name Aleena. She
has three daughters the oldest
one’s is name Jen and the
second is named Ti!any and
then it’s me and my brother
Dean and the baby of the
family is named baby Jane.
My mom takes care of all of us
and she would never complain.
She as a great sense of humour
she is also the youngest in her
family my mom is a tough
woman I remember one time
she shattered her knee and
she never went to the hospital
for two days she also popped
out her shoulder out one time.
She is really smart and she
wouldn’t hurt a y. And I love
my mom with all my heart. I
know everybody in our family
loves our mom Jane Tashoots.
Danny boy Jr Tashoots

My hero is my dad Isaac
I chose him because he
had died once and broke
his arm and back and got
shot and he was tough
enough to recover. I
chose him because he has
a closet full of cowboy
boots, long coats and he
taught me how to ride a
horse. My dad is a legend
because
he broke all of his bones
including his face. He
is a cowboy and a bull
rider and I will be one
someday.
Skyler Louie
My name is Oscar JR, I love
skateboarding and I am 11
years old. My hero is my
Uncle Gordon because he
was very nice to me and he
loved to ght. I do too. He
was the best uncle in the
world. We always used to
wrestle, but now we can’t
because he died. Now I
am so sad because I will
never see him again. He is
gone. My dad misses him a
lot. My whole family cried
when he passed on.

My heroes are my four Uncles.
My Uncle Joe, Uncle Clyde, Uncle
Gordon and my best friend and
Uncle Carl - all of them are my
best of friends and heroes even
though they have passed on their
still my heroes. My Uncle Joe is
my hero because what he did for
me is bugged me about girls and
he talks to me about the best of
times in he’s life. My uncle Clyde
he always got the job done in his
whole life. The sad part is I didn’t
know him that well. My Uncle
Gordon, WOW! He is the best
artist in the whole world the sad
part is that he and Clyde left their
kids. Gordon, he left four kids
and all of them are my sisters.
And Uncle Clyde left hiss two,
one is a boy and the other one is
a girl. My best friend and Uncle
Carl, he did a lot for the youth he
always open the Hall for anyone
who begged him to, He open the
Hall at seven O’clock to play oor
hockey.
Murray Juror Dennis

Oscar Jr.
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Mentorship:HelpingOtherstoWalkTheirPath
By Tania Willard

“Everything on the earth has a purpose…
and every person a mission.
This is the Indian theory of existence.”
- Mourning Dove Salish, 1888-1936

Everyone has a place, a role to
play in this life and this world.
Discovering what our role is and
achieving our purpose is a life long
journey. In this journey many of us
will meet people who will help to
guide us, will make it clear where
our path starts. Many of us, though,
will be lost. We will not see our
path in the darkness. A mentor is
a guide, a teacher, an elder or a
friend who can help us to nd our
path.
In aboriginal cultures many of our
society’s respect elders and their
wisdom and knowledge. Mentors
are respected and needed in our
community for the same reasons.
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The launch of a new program
through the Urban Native Youth
Association (UNYA), a Native
run service and program delivery
agency in Vancouver, BC, to
match community members with
aboriginal youth referred through
the Ministry of Children and Family
Development seeks to reinvigorate
ideas of mentorship and community
building through a mentorship
program.
I sat and talked with the program
coordinators of the Mentorship
Program over coffee in their new
ofces in East Van. We talked
about what a mentor can mean in
someone’s life and what being a
mentor can bring to your life.

So what is a mentor to you
and what is a mentor in this
program? Are they different or
the same in terms of a mentor
you have had in your life?
Kellie Tennant, Cree NationI think that there are a lot of
misconceptions around mentors
that they have to be perfect. [A
good mentor] is somebody who is
real, genuine. Somebody that is a
good, positive, healthy role model. I
to talk to the youth and just be there
for them, someone who really just
cares about them.
And it doesn’t matter what culture
you are, you can be aboriginal or
non-aboriginal. It’s good to have
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Is there a difference between
heroes, role models and
mentors?
Mercedes- It seems like hero
is an elevated status, from
my perspective. There is
a perception that a hero is
superhuman. When you say
role model there can be an
association of someone up on a
pedestal.

Kellie - I think that for a lot of our
youth, they have had a lot of people
come in and out of their lives so
we want a mentor to be there and
be consistent. At least have one
person to be there for them and not
just another service provider. We
have heard over and over from the
mentors we have been interviewing
that they wish they had someone
when they were younger. We are
nding that people want someone
to look up to to bounce ideas off of
other than their parents or a paid
worker, someone that is genuine
and there for them.

I think a mentor is somebody
Mercedes Calvert and Kellie Tennant, Men- who is just ‘real’. A mentor is
just someone who is willing to
torship program coordinators, UNYA
be there, be consistent and be a
friend. I think it boils down to just
role models from the [aboriginal]
“People are wanting to give back. Our
community so people can look
up to them but also outside of the
slogan is ‘Be the mentor you wish you
community so we can bridge that
had’ because a lot of the mentors said I
gap between different cultures and
expose people to aboriginal culture
wish I had someone when I was younger.
and expose the youth to other
Hopefully some of the young people who
cultures.
The past ve years I have been on
a healing journey so I would say
that a lot of the aboriginal women
in the community have been my
role models because they have
overcome so many obstacles and
barriers to be successful today. I
really admire people who have that
resiliency and strength.
I think in particular aboriginal
women are among the strongest of
women because of colonization and
the patriarchal Indian Act. Aboriginal
women are strong because they
have had to be ghting their whole
lives.
There are a number of aboriginal
women that I consider to be my
role models that I aspire to be like,
I hate to say when I grow up but,
{laughter} OK, when I grow up.
There are a lot of Aboriginal women
that I admire in the community.
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have had mentors will want to become
mentors when they are older.”

being a good friend. Role model
sounds a little clinical, mentor feels
more free, you can be whoever
you want to be as long as you are
positive and healthy.

We talked a little bit about
a mentor as someone not
necessarily perfect but who can
be a mentor, can anybody be a
mentor in someone else’s life?

Kellie- Mentor implies it is someone
there for you.

Kellie - I think anybody can be
a good role model, it’s about
portraying positive attributes and
making healthy choices. We think
everybody has strengths and gifts
as long as you are making positive,
healthy choices not only when
you are mentoring but as part of
the community in general. People
that have goals and aspire to live
a healthy life, basically, and that
can look like anything. They can be
into arts and culture or academics,
whatever you bring is what the
relationship is all about.

So why is it important for young
people to have mentors or role
models in their lives?
Mercedes- The youth in our
program...are dealing with a lot
of difcult situations so having a
positive person in their life who is a
little bit separated from that gives
them that out, a chance to escape
from their life and do something
positive, like going for a hike, going
to a movie, an out that is good for
them and not necessarily taking
them down the wrong path.
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“..you know what you are is a lot more than
that. You are who you are there is a lot
more value to you than this label you carry
around.”
Can you talk about how it ts
with aboriginal people and our
communities?
Kellie - Well, like in any community,
there is give and take and so
people want to give back what they
have received from the community.
UNYA’s mission statement is
training the leader’s of tomorrow
and a lot of our young mentors are
those leaders and by having them
matched up with youth who are
higher risk maybe they will realize
that there are other Aboriginal
people that had the same struggles
as them.
People are wanting to give back.
Our slogan is ‘Be the mentor you
wish you had’ because a lot of the
mentors said I wish I had someone
when I was younger. Hopefully
some of the young people who
have had mentors will want to
become mentors when they are
older.

system. So I think the issues are
very real and a lot of the mentors
have lived through that and they
can share that. If they can be
resilient and overcome certain
barriers that is positive hope for
the youth, no matter what life might
seem like if you stay strong and
are resilient you can achieve your
goals.
With the cutbacks we are moving
towards more of a community
model out of necessity, nding the
resources within, the individuals.
In terms of learning, this
mentorship program exists to
help young people learn to make
positive decisions in their lives
but is there something for the
mentors to learn as well?

Do you think there is a healing,
something that happens for the
mentors in the process of making
that commitment and giving?

Mercedes- There are a lot of
negative perceptions around at
risk youth and when you actually
have an experience and get to
know someone who is considered
to be a ‘high risk youth’ you realize
that we are all human and all have
experiences and hard times and
good times.

Kellie- Absolutely, I think anybody
that is willing to be a positive role
model because they missed out on
the experience they are denitely
wanting to give back and have
a stronger sense of community
and that can only lead to stronger
communities and healthier
individuals. I think the mentors
genuinely want to be there they
have had similar struggles around
identity or addiction, homelessness
and poverty, lack of education or
discrimination in the education

There is always common ground
and it breaks down those
boundaries. When I rst started
in the eld I worked with a youth
who said, “Don’t you know I am a
high risk kid.” And I thought to be
labeling yourself that way because
we have all labeled her that way is
pretty sad. I wanted to be able to
help her see, you know what you
are is a lot more than that. You are
who you are there is a lot more
value to you than this label you
carry around.
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Kellie- Absolutely...I can talk
about what I learned in my
experience when I was an outreach
worker. I developed really strong
relationships with young women
and that really made me walk in
a better way and be conscious of
choices that I was making. I have
learned more than they have ever
learned from me, in terms of how
to overcome barriers. Youth are
so much more resilient than they
give themselves credit for. It is an
honor to be part of their lives and
for them to share their stories and
their culture and history with me. It
strengthens community.
The Native youth population is
growing at an incredible rate,
together we need to make sure
young people have someone in
their lives. Our young people need
mentors to share, to love, to listen
to learn and to teach. Being a
mentor or having a mentor in your
life and supporting and valuing
each other within our communities
is a return to our traditions and our
culture.
Keep our roots strong, be a mentor
to someone else, there is always
a little niece or cousin there who is
looking up to you, think about them
and what you want for their lives
and make healthy choices. Together
we will build strong communities
through knowing our history,
supporting our people and sharing
our stories.
For more information about being
a mentor or looking for a mentor
contact:
The Mentorship Program
Urban Native Youth Association
1640 East Hastings Street,
Vancouver, B.C. V5L 1S6
604-868-0890 or 604-868-0632
email mentorship@unya.bc.ca
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By Peter Morin
We love being saved and Heroes are the ones saving
us. They see a moment when we are in danger, make
the right decisions at the right time and we are saved.
They often don’t even know they are heroes until we
tell them, i.e. give them a medal. Heroes are important
because they give us someone to look up to. Often
they live right around the corner, are sitting in the same
coffee shop, on the same Rez, two houses down, or
just working on saving the planet from some danger.
Their stories give our lives a richer context. “Yeah, I
know him/her, I watched him/her walked by my house
everyday. Who would have thought she/he saved all
those people!” or “She/he saved my life!” Their stories
also help us to make better decisions about how to live
our lives. “I saw him/her work hard everyday, doing
things that helped out and not asking once for a thank
you.”
The Indigenous storytelling tradition adds yet another
important aspect to consider, the heroes of these
stories often are just learning how to live better. They
carry on from one story to another living, learning, and
making mistakes. There is also the archetype Hero
model (it had to be mentioned) that appears in English
literature to consider. This is the Hero of Hollywood
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movies and western literature. I’m including this
because how we see these ‘heroes’ inuences how we
relate to real life heroes. The important distinction is
there are many ways to spot a hero. I like the idea that
a hero isn’t just someone in movies and books; that a
hero is someone you know and in some ways, I think
we should all wear shirts that say, “ Potential Hero”
because being successful in how you live your life is
important to acknowledge.
The heroes of Hollywood, the stories of Hollywood
can’t really reect how we live. Not that I don’t want to
acknowledge the people who run into buildings and
save lives (because it does happen). I think heroes
in NDN country are a lot more quiet. Actually I think
all real life heroes are a lot quieter or are just humble.
They don’t ask for much and live their lives fully. They
are the people who live well, use their voices, share
what they know, and help out when they can. These
people often get overlooked for the title of hero and
it is sad because there are many ways to save a life.
There are so many stories that inspire, so many heroes
right outside our doors who will inspire us to be better
human beings.
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In light of the recent Canada’s greatest Canadian
popularity contest, Redwire is offering these Hero
Stories for everyone to read. Think of it as NDN
Country’s Real Life Heroes and what they have added
to our communities. Thank you everyone for sharing
these stories with us and we look forward to hearing
more, more, and more…
From Judy Chartrand.
My hero (My Superwoman!) is Laura Wee Lay Laq.
She came into my life and gave of herself wholeheartedly. She became the older sister I could look
up to. She resonates beauty inside and out. She is
the only person I know who can shimmy into a pair of
coveralls, work a few hours carving a canoe, shimmy
back out and with the ick of her hair, be chic enough
to attend an art opening.

From Michelle LaFlamme
My hero is elder John Thomas, who has been my
father gure for over a decade. John is a hero because
he has been on the “Red Road” and has made a
commitment to bringing his traditional Dene teachings
to a number of different Native communities. John is a
hero because he has worked on his own healing from
residential school, alcohol, and has done deep grief
work to allow himself to rekindle his relationships with
his children and grandchildren. John is a hero to me
because he has taken on the role of my father, because
my own father who suffers from addictions is absent
from my life. John is my hero because he has taught
me the importance of greeting the day with a prayer
and saying thankyou for all that we have. Now I have
the chance to honour him as my elder/father/mentor/
friend and hero and to say with the deepest of respect,
“Mahsi-cho”.

From Janice Toulouse Shinqwaak

From Brent Tom

My late mother, Florence Pine Toulouse, Princess
Shingwauk, Anishinabe Kwe of Serpent River,
represents the strong, courageous women of our
traditional ways who have taught us how to survive in
this changing world. In 1960, she left the Rez, raised
her nine children alone, the ‘cook’ at the Indian Centre
in Toronto. My sister in-law spoke of our family as the
happiest she’d ever known. Mom, was a war hero, lost
both legs in urban warfare. She joked, “I’ll run right
over.”

A Hero to me is my aunt (chi chia) Evie a.k.a. Evelyn
Tom. Evie is a breast cancer survivor and ghter. To
see rsthand, one of the toughest women in our ‘Tom’
family physically and emotionally weakened by this
dreadful disease was beyond words. The impact was
overwhelming and saddening to the entire family. We
all decided to suit up in full armor for this WAR and to
support Evie in her biggest life battle.

From Joanne Arnott
Ronald MacDonald, a Métis guy from just south of
here, schooled at Red River Settlement, made his
way to Japan by sea and is credited as “the rst ESL
teacher in Japan.” Having met shipwrecked Japanese
sailors on the N.A. coast, he slipped past Japan’s
closed borders to satisfy his desire to see the land
of their birth. He was booted out, but not before he
traveled a bit, met a lot of people, and helped at least
one diplomat learn enough English to negotiate a little
more ably with the pushy pushy British of the time. He
wrote about his travels, but the more detailed versions
of his story that reached publication were by journalists.
You can google this guy if you want more.
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After a long ght which lasted nearly a year and after
under-going repeated and countless appointments,
intense chemo and radiation my aunt still found enough
energy to participate in the 60 Kilometer walk for
the Weekend to End Breast Cancer. The event
was an emotional and grueling 2 days, which our
family fundraised for. Together we raised more than
$10,000.00 (Team Cosmos). Although my aunt’s
strength wasn’t able to carry her through the entire
event, she was still out there in the cold rainstorms
to nish the walk with thousands of other breast
cancer survivors/participants. Today my aunt is
healthy, but time shall reveal whether or not she’s
defeated the disease. Evie’s strength, determination,
commitment and unwillingness to give into this disease
are indescribable. If I were to dene what a HERO
is for me, it would be my aunt Evie and all those
thousands who ght breast cancer each day.
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2004
By Nikki Maier

Last night I watched the Barbara Walters special on the
ten most fascinating people of 2004. The list included
celebrities such as Oprah, Michael Moore and Paris
Hilton (why? because she’s a bleach blonde socialite,
and we’re apparently fascinated by the lifestyles of the
rich and famous) among others. This list of the who’s
who in Barbara Walter’s world got me thinking about the
people I would choose to prole. So here is my list of
the ten most fascinating Indian people of 2004.
1) Vera Wabegijig
Vera Wabegijig is Anishnawbe: kwe from Manitoulin
Island. Vera is mom to two girls Storm and Grace,
which means she’s super-busy and a great budgeter.
Incidentally, I tend to think of the world in terms of A.S.,
which stands for ‘After Storm’; and then, of course B.S.
(you know what) or more accurately ‘Before Storm’.
That’s how much impact we can expect the two girls to
have on this world… The reason why Ms. Wabegijijg
is so damn fascinating is because she’s wickedly
funny, tough, smart and talented. Get together with
this young woman and she’ll have you laughing your
ass off in no time at! Vera currently works for Imag
Nation and does programming for the video school
and the upcoming festival. Also, Vera is a graduate of
the Capilano College Aboriginal Film Program. What
can we learn from Vera? Don’t take life too seriously,
and if you want to do something then do it now, today,
not tomorrow. Did I mention she’s also on the Board
of Directors for Redwire and makes a mean piece of
bannock - the healthier, baked kind, of course.
2) Jordin Tootoo
Why is Jordin Tootoo on my list? Well not only is
he a great role model, but isn’t it fun to say his last
name? Tootoo. Say it: Tootoo. Jordin Tootoo is from
Rankin Inlet, Nunavut. Tootoo plays for the Nashville
Predators, but since the NHL strike he wrote in his
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October 3, 2004 web diary: “You may now all realize
that we the NHL players have been locked out so some
of us are fortunate enough to still be able to play hockey
elsewhere. Although we nd all ourselves in a difcult
situation, I will stay focused and feel fortunate to be able
to play with the Milwaukee Admirals (www.teamtootoo.
com) What inspires me about Jordin Tootoo is that we
can all learn something. Life can throw us difculties
and obstacles, but how we choose to deal with these
obstacles and even tragedies is the real lesson. You
can take something negative and say, “Okay this
sucks, now what am I gonna do about it?” This is an
invaluable lesson.
3) Stan Williams
Ah Stan, what can I write about Stan Williams? We
hear a lot about what he does through the pages of
this very magazine. Stan Williams is Mohawk from Six
Nations Reserve and Ketegaunseebee Anishnabai from
Garden River Reserve. What is fascinating about Stan
is his passion for righting all of those wrongs not only
here, but also on a global basis. His motto may as well
be “Heeeerre I come to save the day!” What can we
learn from Stan? Well, Stan is humble. I have yet to
hear him brag about his accomplishments, which is an
important teaching I think many of us forget. Tame your
ego and work for social justice. This is what we can
learn from Stan. That and how you get good karma.
4.) Shoshona Kish
Okay, I rst met Shoshona Kish when we were students
at the En’owkin Centre in Penticton, BC. Other
students told me she could sing, but I thought, “Yeah,
so what?” Then I went to a potluck dinner where Shona
and Armand Garnet Ruffo were playing a song on the
guitar. Armand had written this beautiful song called
“Marguerite”, and when Shona began to sing it felt like
her voice came and ripped my heart out of my chest.
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Her voice is that beautiful!!! Shoshona is in a band
called Digging Roots, and if you got the last issue of
Spirit Magazine, that would be her on the cover with
Raven - the other member of Digging Roots.
5.) Starleigh Grass
Here is another young and inspiring woman that is
raising a ve year old boy. In the 2004 federal election,
Starleigh ran for the NDP party and more than tripled
the NDP vote in a traditionally conservative area. This
no small feat if you’re at all familiar with the political
landscape in Kelowna, B.C. (a.k.a. the buckle of
the bible belt). Starleigh will be vying for the NDP
nomination in the next federal election. Starleigh is
super smart and intellectual, gorgeous and a talented
writer. And get this: Star is only 23 years old. She is
a student working on a Bachelor of Arts degree, and I
have no doubt we’ll be hearing about her in Canadian
politics. Starleigh wrote, “I’m from the Tl’etinqoxt’in
Nation... I decided to drop the provincial nomination
because it’s killing my grades, so instead I’ll be going
for the next federal nomination... in six months, two
years, or ve years, we’ll see when it is! I am the BC
Young New Democrats Aboriginal Coordinator, though.”
What can we learn from her? Well, you can do anything
you set your mind to and it is possible to change the
system from within.
6.) Richard Van Camp
I couldn’t resist including this talented Dogrib-Dene guy
in my list of the most fascinating Indian people of 2004.
Why? Because I love the spoken word piece you may
have heard on the Redwire CD “The Radium from Port
Ray Rock Mines is Killing Us.” One line comes back
again and again, “All I can hear is galloping.” What’s
more, Richard is a great public speaker that knows how
to MC an event, and his book “The Lesser Blessed”
is still one of my favourites. What can we learn from
Richard? Writing is cool!
7.) Shannon Jones
Shannon Jones is on my list because she is insatiably
curious. This woman is not afraid to admit when
she doesn’t know something, which is an important
attribute. Conversations with Shannon are interesting
and can range from Buddhist teachings to economics.
She is Shuswap and Japanese, and even spent three
years living in Japan where she learned to speak the
language. Shannon Jones completed a Bachelor
of Business Administration and is breaking into the
investment and securities industry. What can we learn
from Shannon? Save your money, invest your money,
and don’t let anyone tell you what you can and cannot
do.
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8.) William George
William George is from the Tsleil Waututh Nation (also
known as Burrard Indian Band) in North Vancouver,
B.C. I include William George on my list for his
sincerity, creativeness, talent and humility. Yes, William
is an individual that teaches us the value of remaining
humble. He is published in many anthologies and
literary magazines. William George has a voice
that brings his poetry to the people. His poetry is
very accessible and powerful. Incidentally, George
graduated from the En’owkin International School of
Writing (as did Vera Wabegijig, Shoshona Kish, Richard
Van Camp, and yours truly.)
9.) Gord Hill
Gord is a fascinating individual because he’s a super
genius. Gord Hill is a Kwakwaka’wakw author/artist
of amazing cartoons that really bring the history of our
people to life. Gord is also the author of numerous
essays. What can we learn from Gord? That no matter
the circumstances, you can do what needs to be done
even without a budget! He self-publishes a lot, if not
most, of his work and in that way is independent of
editorial censorship. Gord Hill is a teacher, he is an
artist and he has a vision. One we all can learn from.
10.) Joy Harjo
Joy Harjo is a member of the Muscogee tribe. She
writes beautiful poetry and is one of the Native writers
who paved the way. Nothing short of amazing, I include
this quote from an interview with Helen Jaskoski so you
can read for yourself what strength is.
“I believe those so-called ‘womanly’ traits are traits of
the warrior. Vulnerability is one, you know. The word,
warrior, it applies to women just as well. I don’t see it
as exclusive to a male society. Male and female traits
are within each human, anyway. I’ve known some of
the greatest warriors in my life. They’ve stood up in the
face of danger, in the face of hopelessness. They’ve
been brave—not in the national headlines, but they’ve
been true to themselves, and who they are, and to their
families. Their act of bravery could have been to feed
their children, to more than survive.”
I’ll leave you with these thoughts. What makes you so
fascinating, all you sexy Indians? Answer for yourself
why you’re so damn fascinating, and take a moment to
look at all the fascinating people in your life. P.S. My
mom and my sis are not on the list of 2004, because
they’re on the lifetime list of the most fascinating Indian
people I’ve ever met. I guess that makes me lucky.
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Along for The Ride

Along for the Ride is a story of a young mother who is faced with the decision to keep a newborn that she gave birth to. This
tale is set in 1978 and is based on my mother’s true story of her decision to keep to me. It is dedicated to all of the young
mothers who were ever faced with the decision to keep or give up their children. Either way you look at it, these young mothers
can be viewed as a hero (either for choosing to go against the pressures of giving up the child or for deciding to live up to the
responsibility even if it means being a single parent or for seeing that the child could live in a better home than what they can
provide) or a villain (either for being selsh and keeping the child when they don’t really know what to do with it or for actually
giving up the child) regardless of the choices they make. In my case, I feel blessed to have been kept by my biological mother
even though at times it was rough.

By Jaime Koebel
17 years old and ripe with essence of a small spirit in the
heart of her belly. A taxi, a taxi, I need a number for a
taxi she thinks to herself in a t of panic just as the next
pang of labour digs like knives at her insides. One hand
against the stained white wall of her old apartment and
the other underneath her bulging belly, she squeezes
her eyes shut in a moment of pain. Concentrate, she
soothes her own mind as the end of 30 seconds of pain
from hell releases its unrelenting grip from the base of
her womb. Yes, there it is. Maria dials the number to the
taxi and waits for its arrival.
Single, 17 and with child - a half-breed child that is. On
top of all the embarrassing factors and of unknowingly
being “the other woman” in a one-night stand, Maria
thinks about the options that her strict German family
laid out for her. Abortion from her eldest sister, adoption
from her mother and no option for keeping the child
from anyone…No, that is just not possible in a small
community where your parents are successful farmers
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and you have a reputation to keep up. Who the hell
cares? she thinks to herself, my family is screwed up
anyway.
Hours, pain and a 7 pound 6 ounce baby girl later, the
nurse shows Maria her baby and attempts to lay the
infant on her chest. “No, no, get that thing away from
me,” she scolds as she turns her head in disgust at the
grey, mucus-drenched newborn. The nurse is stunned
but obliges.
“Family? My family doesn’t even live here.” “Oh, it’s your
husband’s family, miss.” My husband, she thinks, what’s
this? Peaking around the side door, Maria’s realizes that
her one-night stand has family and they are there to greet
the new baby. The nurse wheels the peaceful, sleeping
infant into the room. Wrapped in a pink blanket, the baby
is greeted with the family’s oohs and awws. Maria, in a
mixed state of exhaustion and shock, tries to focus her
eyes on this situation that seems surreal. People that
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she has never even met fussing over a baby whom she
has never even met but whom she just gave birth to only
hours before. She gives her head a gentle half shake
and stares at the yellow knitted blanket covering her
legs up to her waist. What about these white sheets?
she thinks to herself. They seem so clean, like they’ve
never been used before.
The baby’s relatives look to Maria with begging eyes.
“Can we pick her up, Maria?” a young woman says. She
stares at the woman with a blank face and nally she
responds in a timid voice, “Uhhh, ya…ya – go ahead.”
The family of 4 gathers around the pink bundle to rock,
smile and coo at the baby. Maria realizes that she has
not even really looked at the newborn. Curious to see
what the baby looks like she inconspicuously extends her
view by stretching her neck towards the gurgle sounds
of the baby. The young woman holding the baby turns
fully towards Maria. It’s dark, Maria thinks as she stares
at the baby. Its hair is black and she’s so tiny. Tiny as she
is though, the baby is hungry and she begins to cry. “Do
you want to feed her?” the baby’s young relative asks
Maria. Just then, a nurse comes, “Will you be nursing
your baby Maria?” Immediately, Maria shakes her head
no. The nurse leaves and then comes back with a bottle,
which she hands over to Maria. The young relative hands
the baby over to her as well. Maria still thinks the baby is
ugly but she feeds her anyway. Her breasts are swelling
fast with the rst ounces of the most important nutrients
a newborn can ingest, colostrum. Maria ignores her
bodily instinct to nurse the baby, she just couldn’t fathom
the thought of pulling out her breast to be sucked on by
this baby. Gross she thinks and wipes the thought out of
her mind immediately.
As Maria gently inserts the bottle into the babe’s mouth,
an older relative pipes up, “So, what did you name her?”
“I haven’t named her yet,” Maria replies without taking
her eyes off the baby. The older relative looks at the
child, and says that the baby looks like her dad, “We
should call her Little Peach” and they all share a quiet
chuckle. Maria chuckles silently with them too although
she isn’t sure why.
That night, the nurses kept the baby in the nursery at the
request of Maria.
Bright and early the next morning, they wake Maria
up with the squeaky wheels of the baby’s cart. “Good
morning Maria,” a nurse whispers, “Your baby is hungry.”
Maria slowly sits up and wipes her eyes. She reaches
for her glasses and puts them on clumsily as the nurse
hands her the infant. “Here Maria, I’ve prepared another
bottle for her but today I’ll show you how to prepare them
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yourself so that you can do it when you take her home.”
When I take her home? Maria is suddenly stabbed with
a bolt of reality – she hadn’t even thought about taking
her home. Immediately following her thought, a postlabour pain stabs through her uterus and grabs hold with
a killer grip for a good long minute. Maria lets out a cry
of intense pain so the nurse swiftly grabbed the child just
before Maria folds her upper body in half over her legs.
The long, painful minute is over and the nurse hands the
baby back to her mother.
Fresh out of her moment of pain, Maria stares at the baby
now in her arms. It is peaceful and content now that she
is sucking on a synthetic nipple and ingesting formula,
so Maria begins to examine her face. She follows the
baby’s gentle creases in the side of her nose over to her
soft cheeks and then, over to the fuzzy tips of her ears.
Maria’s ngers wander down the side of the baby’s neck
as she notices the gentle folds of skin that rests over the
baby’s neck bone. She’s not really that ugly, Maria thinks
to herself as she brings the baby closer to her chest and
awkwardly starts to rock the sleepy infant. Right before
the baby doses off again, Maria leans in closer toward
the baby and softly rubs her nose with the infant’s button
nose. As Maria drags her touch across the infant’s cheek
with her index nger, the baby yawns and is too tired to
even notice the roughness of her mother’s skin.
Walking through the door, a nurse asks, “Do you have
someone to pick you and the baby up?” Is it time to go
home already? Maria thinks in a state of panic. “When
am I supposed to leave?” Maria asks. “Well, you’ve been
here for almost three days so you can go home now and
share the baby with the rest of your family.”
Leave? Share the baby? “Can I stay another night?”
Maria asks. “I’m not feeling good.” “I’ll ask the doctor to
check on you.”
“You seem ne, Maria.” the doctor puts the thermometer
back into his pocket. “Now, it says here that you’re only
17. Are your parents coming to pick you up”. “No” Maria
responds atly. “Maria” the doctor changes into a more
serious tone. “Have any of the nurses discussed the
options of home care for your child with you?” Before
Maria has the chance to answer, the doctor goes on
about all of the loving families in the country who are
waiting for the opportunity to adopt a child. Maria stares
at the man but only sees his lips moving. It is like she has
suddenly become deaf. “Well, now that you’ve heard the
options…Maria, now, you’ve thought about this, haven’t
you?” Maria stares at the doctor with a piercing scowl,
“Can you call me a taxi,” she insists. “It’s time for me and
my baby to go home now.”
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UnsungHeros–TutukyiHootakey
Tut-u-ki’ Hoot-uk-ee

graphic Peter Morin

When I was a child, Tutukyi was my favorite story. He was involved with
everything that made the real world that I lived in, make sense.
He answered many of my childhood questions
By Tammy Josie
As some of you may know by now, I am a storyteller
from Old Crow, Yukon. My stories were passed on to
me from my grandmother, Miss Edith Josie.

paddles the wrong way” because all who have seen
him, including the animals, saw that he canoed against
the currents, which is hard work.

I would like to tell a story of a man in our oral literatures
that made our country (Traditional Territory) the way
it is today! His name is Tutukyi Hootakey. He was a
magic man; I wouldn’t call him a medicine man. He
traveled our country thousands of years ago. He was
here amongst our people before, during and after the
last great Wisconsinan Ice Age about 20,000 years
ago. His stories are like a chapter book, he comes and
goes, here and there throughout our history, changing
everything that was, to what it is now.

When I was a child, Tutukyi was my favorite story.
He was involved with everything that made the real
world that I lived in make sense. He answered many
of my childhood questions like: Why don’t we connect
with animals anymore? And, Why can’t we have
relationships with the birds or fur bearing mammals
like we used to? It was these questions that brought
out these stories that my grandmother told me. I was
always interested in the long ago life and what it was.

I remember the stories my grandmother told of him, his
travels and what he had done for us, the Gwitch’in of
Northwestern Canada. His name means “man who
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Anyways, I’ve been telling his stories now for seven
years. I’m still intrigued every time I hear myself tell his
stories. Some of his stories tell of how people should
respect animals; how the geese came to y in the “V”
shape; why the animals are the size they are now;
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which animals can be trusted
and which cannot; and how
man used to be food, but not
anymore, because of Tutukyi.
I believe that Tutukyi is a man
that every Nation came across,
that he was all over helping
each nation across Turtle Island.
Everyone has their own stories
of some man helping them out
in some way. We each have a
name for him. We called him
“man who paddled the wrong
way” and still laugh at this
name. The name was funny and
illogical for the time. No one
paddles against the current.
The Porcupine River, where Old
Crow sits along the banks, is
strong and swift. That has taken
a lot of lives dear to many, and
still does to this day.
I tell his stories every year at
the Annual Yukon International
Storytelling Festival, alongside
my grandmother. At the 17th
Annual Festival I had my own
stage, due to time limitations.
This was my rst solo act
at the storytelling festival in
Whitehorse, Yukon. This festival
in third largest in the world and
many people from far and wide
come to listen to the stories of
the world. For more information
regarding this event go to: www.
yukonstory.com
In closing, I would like to thank
all that have been reading my
entries. My grandmother, Miss
Edith Josie, has always pushed
to have me published and here I
am. It’s not her desired place of
publishing, but my desired place.
Mahsi Cho (Thank you all very
much) for allowing me a place
in your piece. With this, from the
Longitude = 139° 49.8’ West,
Latitude = 67° 39’ North, we wish
you all well and pray that you
had a safe holiday.
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‘ENEMIES OF THE STATE’: West Coast
Warriors Threatened With
Prospective Raid By Paloma Del Marron
There is absolutely nothing new about
the Canadian Government using its
legislative powers to target Indigenous
peoples whom have taken part in resistance movements. In fact, the consistent
abuse of such state powers, in particular
following the 2001 attacks on the U.S
World Trade Center, has unfortunately
become a recognized
reality. While some nonIndigenous people are
apparently willing to ‘pay
the price’ for the added
national security through a
decrease in personal freedoms, Indigenous peoples
are the ones, once again,
with the bullseye on their
foreheads.
Over three years ago,
on September 21, 2001
two members of the West
Coast Warrior Society were
subject to a forced-entry
RCMP raid on the home
that they shared with their
three young children. The
raid, which lasted three
hours, did not uncover a stockpile of restricted rearms that was apparently the
reason for issuing the warrant to search
the home. In fact, the raid uncovered
absolutely nothing that would justify such
intrusive action and abuse of the Bill-C36
Anti-Terrorism Laws.
In addition to conducting the raid, other
members of the West Coast Warrior Society were interrogated, and questioned
in what can only be described as an
intimidating manner. A member of INSET
(Integrated National Security Enforcement Team) even went so far as to say
to a member of the WCWS that it would
be “a shame for [her] children to grow up
without parents.” One would wonder, in a

rhetorical sort of way, who is really inciting the terror in such a situation.
On November 17, 2004 the West Coast
Warrior Society gained knowledge from a
reliable source that the RCMP were once
again planning to execute a raid on the
society members’ homes. The same day,

graphic Tania Willard
more than fty marked and unmarked police vehicles had been conrmed outside
of the Port Alberni detachment. While
the situation seemingly de-escalated the
same evening, and a raid has not been
conducted to date, the West Coast Warriors are condemning INSET as well as
the RCMP for their practice of “expensive
forms of intimidation.”
Word of the potential raid had come, not
coincidently, on the eve of the Supreme
Court of Canada’s plans to announce
their decision in the Taku River Tlingit
/ Haida Cases. It also came only days
after the West Coast Warriors had
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organized a series of successful Youth Empowerment Concerts that took
place in Vancouver, Nanaimo, and Port Alberni.
“We hope,” stated the
West Coast Warriors (in a
letter dated the same day
to a host of native leaders
and organizations), “that
this action by the RCMP
and INSET, on behalf
of the government of
Canada, is not merely an
attempt to intimidate our
communities and people
who wish to protect
and assert our inherent
rights.”
However, it seems that
the RCMP and INSET
have just that motive as
their mandate. While the
WCWS has never conducted any form of terrorism, and instead acts
only as a defensive body
in support of Indigenous
rights across the country, the ease with which
the Anti-Terrorist laws are applied to such an organization
is frightening and should send a chill up the spine of every
single Canadian, regardless of their heritage. How on earth
can we just sit here and watch as our freedom of speech,
and our freedom to disagree with the Canadian state is taken
away from us?
Understandably, the government needs to be more careful now, in terms of national security, than in previous years,
but the usage of such tactics and the abuse of such laws
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are coming dangerously close
to resembling the practices of
European fascist regimes of the
past century. Benito Mussolini,
Italian dictator, and commander
of the notorious ‘enforcement
team’, The Black Shirts, was
quoted in the 1920s as saying
“Italy wants peace and quiet,
work and calm. I will give these
things with love if possible, and
by force if necessary.” Such a
statement rings familiar in the
ears of those uncomfortable
with today’s discriminatory political climate.
We should all be as concerned
over such action, both real and
threatened, as if it was directed
towards our own families and
our selves. For the freedoms
that are taken away from one
of us, are taken away from
all of us. We have the right to
disagree with governmental
policies. We have the right to
protect our land and our rights.
We cannot afford to allow these
rights to be further diminished
or sacriced. Protecting the
security of the Canadian nation is one thing, but terrorizing
and targeting a select group of people within that nation is
quite another. Anti-Terrorism laws should not be abused, and
they should not be considered a free license to shut down
those dissenting organizations and people who the Canadian
government knows to have absolutely nothing to do with terrorist activities. Such state action is a violation of our human
and Indigenous rights, and it is one that we cannot afford to
ignore.
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Indigenous
Revolution
Track 1

“STAY PROUD AND STRONG, YOU COME FROM
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE. DO NOT EVER BELIEVE ANYTHING
DIFFERENT” - Victor-e of El-Vuh
By: Paloma Del Marron

us,” she said, “but words are power. They are the power that
gives us strength. If you stay in school, you can take that
education and make it your own. We can take history and
make it ours.”

Our children are not so very far away from being in the
position we are now. We clearly need to ensure that they will
not live with the conditions that we are currently struggling
with as Indigenous people. Our children need to feel that
they have the tools, as well as the support, to combat the
oppression that at times seems to cover our communities
like a wet blanket. We need to celebrate and strengthen our
children. This was what the Youth Empowerment Concert
was all about.

David Dennis, of the West Coast Warrior Society, stressed
that the most important thing for our youth to do is to “just
be beside each other; to come together and be together as
young Indian people.” And that is just what they did. There
were kids dancing in the hall waiting for the bathroom. There
were kids mesmerized on the oor in front of the stage. There
were kids seated side-by-side, clearly enjoying a good show.

On November 13, 2004 hundreds of children, and their
parents, gathered at the Maht Mahs Gym in Tseshaht
(Nuu-chah-nulth) territory for dinner, words of inspiration,
and for an awesome concert sponsored in part by the Nuuchah-nulth Tribal Council, and organized by the West Coast
Warrior Society. Los Angeles-based Mexika artists Aztlan
Underground and Victor-e. (of ElVuh), as well as Canadian
east-coast folk-rock band, Donna’s Boy, played to an
appreciative crowd.
Following dinner, guest speaker Dr. Charlotte Cotay spoke to
the youth in attendance. She stated that it is important for our
youth to get educated. “It was a system designed to destroy
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Our people have so much to offer one another, both locally
and internationally. Victor-e gave his thoughts on what he
has learned from his visit to British Columbia. “Learning from
other relatives, and reconnecting and sharing knowledge
from my people, our philosophies, and learning from your
culture as well,” he stated, has compelled him to share
knowledge through his music. Children, young and old, who
attended the concert, realized that we, as Indigenous people,
are not alone. There are many on this continent, and around
the world, enduring the same treatment and taking part in
the same struggles. They also learned that one can turn this
struggle into a positive action. By passing on knowledge, and
reafrming and strengthening our support for our children we
will begin to heal.
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Samaya Photography presents:VanEast Urban First Nations SpiritCalendar 2005 Launch/Samaya PhotographyNovember 20,
2004 @ the Aqua Lounge
January: Helen Haig Brown, 26, Tslhqot’in, Artist, Filmmaker, Community Worker.February: Okaloni Violet LeBlanc, 23, French,
English, Spanish, Ojibway, Mother, Performance Artist, Designer.March: LauraLeigh Paul, 25, Coast Salish, Cree, Carrier,
Actress, Poet.April: Deana Hunt, Heiltsuk, 27, Mother, Artist, EntrepreneurMay: SpringDawn Cook-Akiwenzie, 23, Ojibway,
Cree, MotherJune: Raven Potschka, 25, Haida, Youth Worker, Faciliatator, ArtistJuly: Evangeline Dumont, 24, Cree/Sioux/
Metis, Mother, Basketball Player, Ofce AdministratorAugust: Amanda Rose, 23, Nisga’a, Coast Salish, Mother, Spoken Word
Artist, Cultural PerformerSeptember: Jamie Dexel, 26, Thompson, Mother, Youth WorkerOctober: Melanie Mark, 27, Nisga’a,
Mother, SFU studentNovember: Raven Prince, 25, Anishnabe, Mother, Kickboxer, Jingle Dress DancerDecember: Daniele
Hurley, Blackfoot, Caucasian, Mother, Director, Support Worker, Facilitator

Suzette Amaya is a busy young woman launching a calendar project that features Aborignal
women of Vancouver’s Eastside and their accomplishments. Here is a little peek at the launch
party with comments from Redwire’s own Vera Wabegijig.
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This is really a grand entry! Bringing in this year’s
Indigenous women ofVanEast Urban First Nations Spirit
were two traditional men dancers in a grand entry.

Here are the beautiful Indigenous women,
check them out, all decked out!
Miss February
warms up her vocals.

Singing an honour song are
the urban Namgis singers.

DJ Ariel spinning some vinyl.
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Miss December,Danielle Hurley takesa breaktopose for Redwire.My
favourite picture in thecalendaris of AmandaRose. All the photos are
in black and white. Suzette Amaya’s creative eye really captures the
beautyofallthewomeninthecalendar.CongratulationstoSuzetteand
all the calendar girls.
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Where has the sun gone?
Grey Painted ceiling fell upon the earth
everything that was once in color is now drawn out in silver and cold
My spirit broken. Running to the blind. Asking for help from the deaf.
No one hearing my cries nor plea’s at midnight.
He bought me ice cream as a child, and shared friendly family cuddles.
Some how I owe him.
My body stiff as he’s towering over my bed stealing from me.
The Blind cant see the Deaf will not listen.
He bought my alcohol, and shared friendly jokes
somehow I owe him.
Now he has his hand over my mouth with the other straddling my thigh.
The Blind cant see the deaf will not listen
He invited me to his party, and showed me hospitality
somehow I owe him
Now he has a gun to my mouth asking me to do things I should only share with a lover.
The blind cant see the deaf will not listen
My spirit is still connected to them. Whatever whatelse can I do?
I said I’m sorry but what for? Was it the way I dressed, or was it I was just too friendly?
As each day passes, I fear him, he who lurks in the dark waiting patiently with blood dripping from his
mouth, desire lled eyes.
Sleep no longer exists. My safe place, no longer secure. Every ounce of trust for a man vanished.
How will a man ever love me. I’ll leave this note on my mothers bed. I left this world in darkness. With no
testimonie. Your daughters continuing to be poisoned by these men. When will the blind see and the deaf
listen to the cries at night.
-Danielle Ogen.
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Redwire Native Youth Media Society is a
media and arts organization dedicated to
Native youth expression.
Redwire incorporated as an independent
Aboriginal youth society in November of
2002 under the name Redwire Native
Youth Media Society.
Redwire Magazine published its rst
issue in April ‘97 with the support of the
Native Youth Movement, a grass roots
Native youth group and The
Environmental Youth Alliance. Redwire,
published by Redwire Native Youth
Media Society, is the rst-ever nationally
distributed Native youth run magazine in
Canada and continues to stay committed
to operating with Native youth staff,
writers, artists and publishers.
Redwire Native Youth Media’s mandate
is to provide Native youth with an
uncensored forum for discussion, in
order to help youth nd their own voice.
Redwire is funded through the generous
support of Urban Multipurpose Aboriginal youth Centers (UMAYC) from the
Department of Heritage Canada.

Redwire Magazine is a
publication of Redwire
Native Youth Media Society

Mail
Po Box 2042
Station Main Terminal
Vancouver, BC
V6B 3R6
ph 604-602-7226
fax 604-602-7276
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Tania Willard, Manager
Joanna Recalma, Editor
Peter Morin, Arts Director
Stan Williams, Youth Project
Coordinator

On The Cover

Charlene Vickers
Cover Artist
Charlene Vickers is an Anishnabe
artist living and working in
Vancouver. Trained as a painter,
she graduated from the Emily Carr
Institute of Art and Design in 1994.
She then continued on to Simon
Fraser University where she attained
a BA majoring in Critical Studies of
the Arts in 1998. Born in Kenora
Ontario and raised in Toronto, her
art explores her Ojibway ancestry
and her experiences growing up and
living in urban spaces.

Cover Design
Tania Willard

The opinions and perspectives expressed in Redwire Magazine are those of the
authours and do not necessarily represent the opinions and prespectives of
Redwire Native youth Media Society.
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